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ABSTRACT 
16 x 16 element silicon image sensor arrays , utilizing 
the photodiode- bipolar transistor (PBT) element , were fabri-
ca t ed , tested and scanned in a television raster . Area a rrays 
utilizing the PBT element are simple to fabricate requiring 
only two diffusions and one metallization . The spike noise 
cancella tion scheme inherent in the PBT element was effective-
l y utilized in the a rea a rrays to reduce the peak value of 
t he spike noise by more than a n order of magnitude and to in-
crease the peak value of the vide o signal . 
The circuit analysis was performed using ECAP- 1620 . The 
photodiode was modeled by a non- linear capacitor and the 
t ransistor by a modified T\-equivalent circuit . The va ri-
a t ion of the base- emitter junction resistance and voltage 
dr op with forward bias and the variation of the transistor 
gain with base current we re included in the model . The effect 
of all t he elements of ·the a rray on the video signals was 
t aken into account . Very good agre ement was obta ined between 
the calculated and experimental results . 
The collection process of the photogenerated charge in 
charge injection device ( CID ) image sensors was examined and 
a method is presented by which the collection efficiency can 
be calculated . Numerical techni.ques were utilized in the 
analysis . The method was applied to a specific epitaxial 
t ype structure . The contribution of the depleted and un-
depleted regions to the total collection efficiency of the 
sensor was cal cula ted . 
The r e l at ion be t ween output s i gna l charge and incident 
light intensity was a lso investigated . It is shown that the 
collection efficiency decreases with increasing signal charge 
and thi s results in non- linear transfer characteristics at 
high signal levels . 
A design is pr esent ed f or a CID type image sensor that 
can be opera ted in the back illumination mode . Except for 
t he thinning step , the proposed s tructur e i s as simple to 
fabric te a s present desi gns . 
Calcula tions are also presented of the transmittance of 
Air/Si02/ Polysilicon/Si02/ Si s tructures in the spectral 
r egion between 0 . 4 and 1 .Of m. It is shown tha t a judicious 
choic e of the thicknesses of t he oxide films , for a given 
polysilicon film thickness , can subst antia l ly increase the 
transmitta nce over a narrow wavelength band or over the en-
tire wavelength re gion of interest here . 
The dependence of the photocur~ent on the energy of the 
incident photons was investiga t ed in silicon p- n junctions 
at room and higher temperatures for photon energies between 
0 . 75 eV and 1 . 08 eV. he sensitivity of the method enabled 
high resolution measurement s in the absorption t a i l . At room 
tempera ture , thresholds were f ound at ~ O. 91 eV , O. 99 eV , a nd 
1. 026 eV. The deriva tive of the r e sponse showed extensive 
fi ne s tructure in this t ail . The TO a nd LO phonon assisted 
transitions to the ground a nd excited s t a te of the exciton , 
r eported by Shaklee and Naho r y in the phonon emission re gi on , 
were seen here with phonon absorption , occurring around 1 . 054 
eV and 1 . 065 eV. 
PREFACE 
This thesis is prepared in ac cordance with the new 
option -- "Manuscript plan f or thesis preparation", approved 
on Novembe r 22 , 1968 by the Graduat e Council o f the Universi-
t y of Rhode Island . The main body of this thesis is comprised 
of Manuscripts I - IV which have been written in the contempo-
r ary style required f or Manuscripts to be published in the 
I EEE J . of Solid State Circuits , Solid State Electronics , 
Physical Review or other standard journals . An ove r all intro-
duc tion and review of the problem is given in Chapter V. The 
re ferences pertai ning to each Manuscript may be found at the 
end of the respective Manuscripts . A complete list of all 
re ferences cited , in or de r o f appearance in the thesis, is 
given in Chapter VI . A number o f Appendices are written as 
supplements t o the Manuscripts and are placed at the end o f 
t heir corresponding Manuscript . 
The following Ma nuscripts are already published or have 
been ac cepted fo r publication : 
IV. Phys . Rev . B- 7 , 733 ( 1973) ; 
III. IEEE J . Soli d State Circuits SC-1 0 , ( 1975) ; 
II . Solid State Electronics , (1975 ) . 
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PHOTODIODE - BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR I MAGE SENSOR 
1. Abstrac t 
16 x 16 element s ilicon i mage sensor a r rays , utilizing 
the photodiode- bi pol a r transistor (PBT ) e l ement , have been 
fabricated , tested and scanned in a t elevision raster . Area 
arrays utilizing the PBT el ement a r e simpl e to fabricate 
r equiring two diffusions and one me t alliza tion . Also , t he 
spike noise cancellation scheme i nherent in the PBT element 
is effectively utilized i n the area arrays to reduce t he 
peak value of the spike noise by more than an order of 
magnitude while at the same time i ncreasing the peak value 
of t he video signal . 
The circuit analysi s is performed using ECAP-1 620 . The 
photodiode is modeled by a non- l i near capacitor and the 
transistor by a modified n - equival ent circuit . The vari-
at ion of the base- emitter junction resistance and voltage 
dr op with bias and the variation of the transistor gain rith 
base current a re i ncluded in t he model . The effect of all 
t he elements of the array on t he video s i gna l s is taken into 
account . Very good agr eement i s obtained between the 
cal culated and experi mental r esults . 
Introduction 
Integrated solid state matrix type image sensors are 
presently o f considerable interest and i mportance . Large 
silicon area arrays have been fabricated 1 ,Z utilizing the 
photot r ansistor struc ture a t each matrix point . We have 
fabrica t ed 16 x 16 element a rrays i n which the phototransi-
stor i s replace d by the photodiode- bipolar transi stor (PBT) 
structure3 ,4 . Although the photodiode- bipolar transistor 
element is very s i mila r in many aspec ts to the phototran-
sistor, utilizat ion of the PBT element r esults in simpli-
fied fabrication process requiring only two diffusions and 
one metallization for an a r ea array . Furthermore , the 
spike- noi se cancellation scheme inherent in the PBT element , 
bas been effectivel y ut ilized in the area a rrays to r educe 
the peak value of the spi ke noise by more than a n order of 
magnitude , while at the same time increasing the peak value 
of t he video signal . 
The operation of a s ingl e phototransi s tor el ement in 
the charge storage mode and the limitations of the p- n 
junc tion as a switch have been extBnsivel y studied5 , 6 , 7 ,B. 
Calcula tions of the spi ke noise a nd video s i gnal in a r ea 
arrays have been , however only very approximate1 • In photo-
transistor , as well as PBT area arrays , the scanning pulses 
produce additional spikes across the load resi s tor , because 
of t he capacitive paths formed by the elements of the array , 
other t han the one being addressed . In additi on , the load 
resistors a r e shunt ed by equivalent capacitances which are 
2 
again due to the other elements of the arr ay. The shunt 
capacitances reduce the peak value of the video signal a nd 
limit t he speed of operation of the sensor . 
I n this paper we show that the PBT a r ray can be modeled 
80 that circuit analysis can be performed using a simple 
electronic circuit a na lysis pr ogr am , ECAP-1 6209 . We find 
good agreement between the characteristics of the calcu-
lated signals and those obtained experimentally from the 
array . Phototransistor a r rays can be similarly model ed . 
3. Description of the Image Sensor 
A. Oper ation of a Single Element in the Charge Storage Mode 
The equivalent circuit of one Photodiode- Bipola r 
Transistor sensor element is shown in Fig . 1 . Cd ' Cbc and 
Cbe ar e the junct ion capacitances of the photodiode to base , 
the base to collector and the base t o emitter p- n diodes , 
respectively. Rb denotes the base resistance . RE and Re 
are t he load resistances . VS is a pulse applied periodical-
l y to read the cha r ge collected during the previous int e-
grati on period and to reset the element f or the next inte-
gr ation period . Ve is the collector bias supply . The 
principle of operation of the PBT element is exactly the 
same as that of the phototransistor6 ' 7 , thus only a brief 
account will be given here . 
The operation of the device can be understood with t he 
ai d of Fi g . 2 . In Fig . 2a , VS is plotted as function of 
time . The broken line on the time axis indicates that the 
integr a tion time T . is much longer tha n the sampling 
l 
3 
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storage mode. · 
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(addr essing ) time T8 • Tr designates the risetime and fall-
time of the addr es s ing pulse . The base potential vB as 
func tion of time is plotted in Fi g . 2b . The video signa l 
appears across the emitter and collector load resistances . 
fi g. 2c shows the emitter video and Fig . 2d shows the 
collector video signal . 
At the end of the integr a tion period , time t 1 , in Fig . 
2a, t he base potential is negative or at most a few tenths 
of a volt positive depending on the i ncident light intensity 
during the integration period . As VS starts to increase, 
at t 1 , vB also increases . The transistor will not turn- on 
however until vB becomes sufficiently positive . Thus be-
t ween t 1 and until the transi s tor turns- on a voltage will 
appear across RE and Re due to the capacitive coupling be-
t ween input and out put . This part of the video signal is 
termed the spike a nd is so noted in Fi gs . 2c and 2d . 
' llith t he tra nsistor on , Cd begins charging towards a 
reverse bias of VD volts . The charging current for Cd is 
the base current of the· transistor . The time constant for 
charging Cd ' neglecting the emitter diode r esistance , is 
t hus·, . given by C@ +1 ) Cd RE , where ~ is the transistor 
current gain . The relationship bet ween the peak value of 
the emitter signal and the charge collected during the inte-
gr ation period has been studied in detail for the photo-
transistor by J oy and Linvi116 arid Brugl er et al? . Their 
analyses are exactly applicable to the PBT element and will 
not be r eproduced here . The analysis showed that the 
r elationship between collected charge and peak value of vE 
6 
was not exactly linear . However , the alternative , of t aki ng 
as s i gna l the tota l cha r ge tha t flows through RE during t he 
sampling period is a worse choice s ince this charge i s 
exactly proportional t o ~· It is well known that uniformity 
in @ i s almost i mpossible to a chieve in large a r ea a r r ays 
and, f urthermore , @ is strongly dependent on the base 
10 
current • 
If the sampling period is sufficiently long , VB' vE 
and ve will be close t o zero volt s a t t 3 . As V,... begins to 0 
decrease , vB is driven negative and the transistor t urns- off . 
Between t 3 and t 4 , a negative going spike will be pr oduce d 
acros s RE and Re again because of the capacitive coupling . 
In Fi g . 2c and 2d i t is obse rved t hat while the spikes of 
the emitter video a nd the collector video a r e in phase , 
relative to v8 , the s i gna l peaks a re out of phase . Thus if 
vc i s inverted and multiplied by a suitable const ant and 
added t o VE ' the spikes will canc el whi l e the signals will 
add. This is one o f the maj or a dvantages of the PBT over 
the phototransistor. 
During the int egr at ion period those electron- hole pairs 
created by the light , either in the base regi on or outside 
it, t hat rea ch the depl etion r egion edge of any of the three 
P-n junctions a re collec t ed a nd neutralize an equa l amount 
of depletion char ge in the bas e . During the sampling period 
t he neutralized char ge i s repla ced . The charge t hat flows 
in t he outside circuit during Ts i s , as mentioned above , 
(' +1) times l a r e r be cause of t he transistor gain . 
7 
The PBT Ar ea Array 
A schematic representation of a photodiode- bipola r 
transistor i mage sensor area array and simplified block dia-
grams of the scanning circuits and video amplifier are shown 
in Fi g . 3 . Reading a nd resetting of an element is achieved 
by putting the row buss line , t o whic h its emitt er is con-
nected , to ground via the load resistor RE and then connect-
ing t he column buss line , to which its photodiode is connect-
ed, to +VD. To prevent crosstalk all the other emitter lines 
must be held a t +VE. The photodiode column lines are normal-
ly grounded . Random addressing of any one element or any 
portion of the a rray is possible . In i maging applications , 
addressing is normally done sequentially . For example , the 
first emitt er line is grounded through R~ a nd then each of 
..u 
the photodiode columns are successively put to VD for a time 
interval equal to the sampling period desi red and then 
grounded . Afte r all the elements in the first row have been 
addressed , the first emitter line is returned to +VE and the 
second emitter line is grounded through RE . The photodiode 
columns are then again addressed sequentially , and so on 
until each o f t he elements o the array have been addressed , 
and t hen t he process is r epeated . 
A top viev and cross sectional views of a small portion 
of the PBT a rray fabricated on silicon is shown in Fi g . 4. 
The base i s diffused first and driven- in . The photodiode 
and emitter dif fusions foll ow and are done simultaneously . 
The area of the emitter diode is muc h smaller tha n tha t o f 
t he photodiode to keep the emitter spike s.all . The bas~ · 
8 
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collector junction capacitance is much smaller tha n the photo-
diode j unction capacitance since t he i mpurity concentrat i on 
in t he base- collector junction r egion is muc h less t han t hat 
in t he base- photodiode junction regi on and since the collector 
is strongl y reverse bi ased . Thus the collector spike is 
kept small . I sola tion be tween the column and t ow buss lines 
is ac hi eved simply by utili zing then+ photodi ode di ff usion 
as cross- under a s shown in Fi g . 4. The s i mplic i t y in fabri-
cating i ntegr ated area a rrays utilizing the PBT element i s 
the second major advantage compared to phot otransistor a rrays . 
Ther e a re a number of other advantage s when the PBT i s 
used i nstead o f t he photot r ansi stor . Fi r st , to optimize the 
spect r al response , onl y the depth of the base- collector 
junction can be adjus t ed in t he phototransistor . The emitter 
area i s usually made ver y small in or der to mini mize the 
base- emi tter junction ca pacitance and prevent reverse- tran-
sistor action1 , thus it s contribution in coll ect i ng photo-
gener a t ed carriers is ne 0 ligi bl e . In t he PBT all t he photo-
gener a t ed carriers collected by t he photodiode and collector 
junc t ions contribute to the signal . Thus , while t he photo-
diode can be optimized f or maxi mum response in the blue-
green r egion of the spectrum8 the collector junc t ion dept h 
can be chosen for maximum re sponse i n the re d region of t he 
Visible spectrum, giving a muc h br oader and more effici ent 
total spectral response . Second , in the phototransistor it 
is des i r abl e to have hi h ~ values to separat e the spike 
noise from the signa1 1 , 5 , l l ' 12 , particularly a t l ow signal 
levels . The PBT does not have such a requirement because of 
1 1 
the s pi ke noise cancellation scheme available . The value of 
@ can t here_ore be desi gned independently of the spectral 
response , for example to achi eve more uniformity i n @ ove r 
the whole arr ay . Thir d , in phototransist or arrays it i s 
requi r ed that Cbe << Cbc to elimi nate crossta l k during ad-
dr ess i ng as mentioned above . No such requirement exists f or 
PBT arr ays . And fourth , t he storage capacitance per unit 
area i n the PB'r is normally much hi gher t han t at of the 
photot r ansistor because of the hi gher i mpurity concentrat i on 
in the photodiode- base junction as compar ed to the base- col-
lector junction of the photo transistor . As a result , t he 
PBT has a l ar ger dynamic range . 
4. Ci rcui t Anal ysis 
A. Modeling of the Array 
The equivalent circuit of a PBT array at the moment 
element 11B11 is addressed , is shown in Fie; . 5. Transients 
arisi ng fron tie switching of the emitter rows need not be 
consi de r ed , since , in typica l i maging appl ications , they 
oc cur during blanking . R denotes the switch and line re-
sw 
sistanc es . The equivalent capacitances of the switches can 
be i ncluded , but are neglected here . The a c equiva l ent 
circuit f or an n x n element array is shown in Fi g . 6. Ad-
dition of the parallel and series combinations o f capaci -
t anc es and resistances reduces the circuit further to tha t 
of Fi g . 7. Also , in t he figure , t he transi stor has been 
r eplaced by its n - equival ent . Since the transistor oper-
ates between cut- of f and t he active re -ion , it is necessary 
12 
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Fi g . 7. Addi t i on o f t he para l lel nnd series comhinnt ions o f resistors and cnp:~ c itors reduces 
the circuit of Fi g . 6 to that shown he r e . In addition t he tra nsistor ~as been r e-
pla ced by its n-equivnl ent circuit and the phot odioa e is r epr esented ~Y a vol tage 
1 1 ' 't m• t . 11 1 . t 1 " n . ,.., t Ct epenc.. en-c capa ci -or . ine curren sourc es J. n para . e wi 11 ' / , · , ''14- G.na ,,, ,, a ccoun 
for the l i ght and therma l cenerated currents o f t he correspo~ding junctions . 
_. 
\ Jl 
del r by a volt aee dependent resistor . VBE ' which to mo " -
corresponds to the voltage drop of the emitter diode biased 
in the forward direc tion , is also voltage dependent . The 
transis t or current gain is s trongl y dependent on the base 
current and its variation will be i ncluded in t he analysis . 
The current so .rces in parallel with Cr and en account for 
the light gene r a t ed and ther a l current of the base- collector 
and base- emitter junctions during t he integration period . 
The phot odiode is , like·i.ri se , modeled by a voltage de pen ent 
capac i t or in pa rallel with a current s ource . During the 
sampling period t hese s ources contribute very small currents6 
and t hei r effect will be neglected during that period . Ex-
cept for t he junction capacitance of the element being ad-
dressed , all other capacitances in the circuit are assumed 
constant . Only a minor error results when C;. and C17 are 
assumed constant , primarily because of their small va lues 
compar ed to C , • 
a 
Analytic solution f or the video · signa l is pr actically 
impossi bl e both because .o f the presence of the non- linear 
element s and the complexity d f the network . One method of 
solution is by the utilization of that section of the I B1 
Elect r onic Circuit Analysis Program , ECAP- 16209 , that per-
forms transient anal ysis . The problem then is to mode l the 
various elements of th~ circuit in Fi g . 7 to be compatible 
With ECAP . 
ECAP solves f or the current through each br anch and the 
Voltage a t each node of the network as func tion of time . 
Each branch may contain a s witch , a f ixed voltage or current 
1 6 
and a resistor , a ca paci t or or an i nduc to r . The 
sourc e 
switc h i n a given branch may be on or off depending on the 
direction of the current in that branch . The effect of 
changi ng t he state of the swit ch is to change the va lue of 
the element in the same branch and in othe r designated 
branches to a second predetermined value . A s ubsequent 
change i n the state of t he swi tch returns t he element values 
it control s to their first val ue . A branch may contai n a 
dependent current or volt age source , but not other e l ement s 
or a swi tc h , and the gai n of the s ource may change be t ween 
two predet ermined va lues dependi ng on the s t ate of a switch 
at anot her branch . Non- linear elements may be modeled by 
piece- wi se linea r approximation of their characteri stic s . 
A t ypica l small signal Capaci t ance- Voltage (C- V) curve 
for t he photodiodes fabricat ed is shown in Fig . 8. Thi s 
C-V curve can be fit t ed al most exactly by 
where VA i s the applied .r ever se bias . I n t he same f i gure , 
the depl et ion cha r ge i s plott ed as func t ion of applied 
revers e bias6. The line segments be t ween t he letters i n t he 
Q-V curve ar e linear . The numbe r near each l ett er i ndi -
cates mor e accurately the va l ue of the depl etion char ge at 
that point . The piece- wi se l i near approximation of the 
Q-V ch r acteristics serves to model t he non- l i near capaci -
tanc e9 
. The equiva lent c i rc uit of Cd f or ECAP trans i ent 
analysis i s shown in Fi g . 
Voltage i n the ith mode . 
9. The notation V. i ndi cates the 
l 
B. indicates t he ith branch and 
l 
1 7 
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S denot es 
i 
the pr esence of a switch in the ith branch . T1. 
indicat es a dependent current source and in this case , with 
a resis t or r 0 i n par allel , s i mul ates the current gai n of a 
bipolar transistor . r 0 is often assumed very l a r ge and 
omitt ed from t he circuit . The br oken line between a dependent 
current s ourc e and a br anch indica tes that thi s source pro-
duces a current @ times tha t whi ch f l ows in the designated 
branch. E i s a fixed voltage s ource and G is the conductance . 
A piece- wise linea r a pproxi mation of t he I- V cha r acter-
istic s of a t ypica l forward bi ased emitte r diode , is shown 
in Fig. 10 . The parallel combinations of c onductances and 
fixed voltage sources that s i mula t e the f orward bi ased 
emitter diode f or ECAP transient anal ysis is shown i n the 
left s i de of Fi g . 11 . The dependent current sources on the 
right simul a te t he ~ variation of t he transi stor . The 
broken l i nes i ndica te the br anch current amplifi ed by each 
current s ourc e . Cn i s the base- emi t t e r junc tion capaci-
tance and c r is the base- collector junction capaci tanc e . 
rx is t he base resistance . The complete ne twork of Fig . 11 
is t he mode l f or the bipola r transistor . 
B. Computer Calculations 
For a 16 X 16 element array , the equiva lent circuit is 
shown i n Fi g . 12 . The average values assumed f or t he va r ious 
junction capacitances are ; Cbe =4 p F , ,.1b c=5 pF , and Cd =30 pF . 
The a ver age base resistance i s assumed to be Rb= 150 .a and 
the swi t ch and line resi stance R8 w= 150 .n.. Calcul ation of 
the 
end 
Video s i gnal begins at t 1 , see Fi g . 2 , that is a t t he 
of t he i ntegr a tion period and the onset of v8 • The 
20 
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h ~e collected during the integr ation period brings the c a.ro 
base potentia l , point B in Fi g . 12 , from the initial negative 
value to a f i na l one vBCt 1 ) . The change in ba se potential 
AvB i s not linearly rela ted t o the total charge collected 
because ; a ) as discussed ea r l ier , the Q- V cha r ac t eristics of 
the photodiode are not linear , and b ) for sufficiently high 
incident illumi nat ion the base volta ge be comes positive at 
some time during the int egr a tion period thus f orwa r d bi asing 
the photodiode and allowing s ome of the collected photogener-
ated charge to leak out . Also , the coll ection efficiency of 
each junction cha nges during the integr at io n period due to 
the decrease in the size of its depl etion regionB, l3 so that 
even under steady illumina tion conditions , t he photocurrent 
of eac h junction does not remain constant over the i nte-
gration perio • For these reasons it i s convenient and more 
general t o present the results with r espect to the base 
voltage at the end o f the int egration period r a t he r t han t he 
charge collected over the s ame period or the t ot a l photo-
current during the i ntegration period . 
To demonstra te the validity of the method of analysis 
used , we modeled the phototransistor with a '1 - equivalent 
circuit, similar to the one shown in Fi g . 11 , but r eplaced 
the base- collector capacitance Cr by a circuit similar to 
the one sho¥n in Fi g . 9. The phototra nsi stor was not as-
sumed to be i n an a rray . In Fi g . 13 , t he peak emitter 
Video s i gnal is plott ed as function of the base voltage 
VB(tl) and is compared to the results obtained analytic lly 
by Joy and Linvi116 for the same phototransistor . It i s 
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The value s o f the peak emitter signal, fo r a photo-
transisto r modeled sj.mila rly , ·,~rc:·e -.;al c ulat ed usi r:g 
ECAP and a r e coMpa.red here to thocE-: of Joy and 
L~!.. nvill ( 6 ) . 
t ha t very good agreement is obtained . 
h calcula ted emitter video signa l as funct ion of time T. e 
and wi t h t he ba s e voltage vB(t 1 ) as a par amet er , i s shown in 
The equivalent circuit of Fig . 9 wa s used for the Fig. 14 . 
photodi ode and the circuit of Fi g . 11 was used f or t he tran-
sistor i n Fi g . 12 . The emitter load resistance R~ = ~ k .Q . 
The dashed line in Fi g . 14 corresponds to the s i gnal obtain-
ed when vB(t 1 ) is suffi cientl y negative s o t hat the transistor 
does not turn- on at a ll during t he sampling period . A 5- volt 
photodiode addressing pulse i s used with a 50 ns risetime 
and i s shown on top of Fi g . 14 f or reference . For base volt-
ages l ess negative than - - 3 .3 volts the t r ansistor does 
turn-on but very weakly. Loca l variations of the decay RC 
time cons t ant o f the s pike , howeve r , will make detection of 
such smal l s i gnals pra cticall y i mpossible . 
The positive going portion o f the calculated coll ector 
video si gnal is s hown in Fi g . 15a and its negative going 
part i n Fig . 15b . The collector r esist anc e i s R~ = 46.0.. ,_, 
The dashed line i n Fi g . ·15a again indica tes t he coll ector 
signal obt ained for vB(t1 ) sufficiently negative such tha t 
t he transistor does not turn- on . 
Spike noise cancella tion is achieved by subt r action of 
the collector video from the emitter vi de o signal . Si nc e 
the spike noise depends on the signa l l evel , this scheme of 
noise r eduction i s very desirable . The capacitive pat h be-
t ween t h 
.e addr essi ng pulse , VS , and the collector load 
resis tor enhances t he applicability of this met hod . The 
essenti ally s i multaneous emitter and col l ec tor s i gna l s and 
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300 
ea r l v t uned emi tter and collector l oads fac ilitate very the n - .; 
efficient spi ke noi se cancellation . The calculat ed composi te 
video signal , vE ( t) - avc(t ), is shown i n Fig . 16 , where 
a :: 1 . 02 i s used to equate the maximum peak values of the 
spike noise across RE and Re . The dashed cur ve is now the 
noise . Its peak value has been reduced by about a fac tor of 
5 Thu s t he range of s i gnal s from "" 10 to "' 1 50 mv , corre-2 • 
sponding t o very l ow signal levels , now be come ac cessi ble as 
is seen i n Fi g . 16 . 
The peak value of the compos it e vi de o may be t aken as 
the signal . The peak val ues are plot ted in Fi g . 17 as f unct ion 
of base vol t age and cor r espond t o the curve marked 340 . In 
practice measur Bment of the pealt value i s done by a sample 
d h l d . • t 14 an o c1r cu1 • As seen f rom Fi g . 16 , however , the peak 
value occurs at different t i mes depending on the signal 
level so t hat some error wi l l occur in sampling t he signal . 
The non- lineari ty of the curve S40 in Fi g . 17 a t hi gh s i gnal 
levels i s due to the r api dl y i ncreasi ng va lue o f the photo-
diode junction capacitance f or smal l reverse bi as conditions , 
while at t he low signal l evels the non- l inearity a rises be-
cause o f the variation of t he t ransistor current gain wi th 
base current . To demonst r a t e the validity of these state-
ments, t he peak values of t he composit e video s i gnal we r e 
calculat ed as function of vB (t 1 ) assumi ng t hat the photo-
diode junction capacitance i s constant . The val ue f or Cd 
chosen was 22 5 ~ • pl' • The resul t s a r e plot t ed in Fi g . 17 as 
curve 830 . It is seen t hat the curve is pe r fec t ly linear 
except for low signal l evel s . Curve S40 i s more non- linear 
30 
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by a f ixed va lue ca pa ci t or. 
0 +0 . 5 
than S30 at small signal levels because the effective value 
of cd i s l ess than 22 . 5 pF in this regi on . Thi s reduc es the 
forwar d bias across the base- emitter juncti on dur ing sampl ing 
producing smaller base currents whi ch i n t urn cause the 
transis tor t o opera te at l ower current gains . 
I n ac tual a rrays , the current gai n of the transi stors 
will va r y considerably over the to t a l a r ea o f the sensor . 
In Fi g. 18 , a typica l curve i s shown of the peak value of 
the composite video as funct ion of the maximum current gain 
of each t ransistor . vB(t1 ) was assume d to be - 2 . 0 volts . 
In t he r egi on of ~ max -X. 1 0 , v peak ':::: ln Pmax · The variat i on 
of ~ from element t o element i s not the r efore a serious 
probl em . Since t he tra nsistor is connec t ed in the emitter 
follower configuration , for suffi ciently l arge ~ , such as 
~max)' 100 in t he circuit of Fi g . 12 , vpeak becomes practi-
cally i ndependent of (3· Excessively l a r e (3 va lues a re not 
desirabl e since , as discussed earli er , the charging time 
constant of t he photodiode junction ca pa ci tance is approxi-
mately proportional to (3· As r.\ becomes less t ha n 1 , \-max 
the contri bution o f the transistor gain t o t he s i gnal di -
minis hes and as such the dependenc~ of t he signa l on ~ be-
comes negligi bl e . I t may ther efore be advant ageous to design 
PBT ar r ays in whic h (3 is very small . Since t he lifetime 
in t he base r egion must have t he maxi mum obt a inable value 
for eff i ci ent collection of t he photogener a ted mi nority 
carriers , the (.3 of the transistors can be kept small by 
ID.a.king t he base wi dth large . 
The exponentia l dependence of the diode f orwar d current 
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T R A N S I S T 0 R C U R R E N T G A I N ( MAXIMU:'i VALUE ) 
Ch~nge in the peak va lue of the composite video as function of transis tor 
current gain, for vB(t 1 ) = -2 volts. 
"-
+ 
t he bi as , makes the p- n diode a poor choice for a switcJ 1. on 
In t he t op curve of Fig . 19 , the base voltage vB( t) is 
plott ed as function of time . It is seen that the base volt -
s very slowl y once t he f orwa r d bias is reduced be-age decay 
low ,..,, o.3 volts . The bottom curve i n t he fi gure corresponds 
to t he emitter video v~ (t) obtained . The thr ee different 
time cons t ants occur because of the de crease in the transi s tor 
current gai n. They are easily distingui shed here , of course , 
because of the piece-~ise linear approximation of the tran-
sistor current gain . 
I n area arrays conta ining a l arge number of elements , 
the sampli ng time avai l able per element , Ts i s limited . At 
standar d TV frame r a t es , for example , each horizontal line 
is scanned i n ,.., 50 f s. If a line consists of 200 elements , 
then T = 0 . 25 k s . This time is clearly i nsufficient t o 
s I 
complet ely charge Cd as is evident from Fig . 19 . In Fig . 20 
the cir cles show t he peak value of the composit e vi deo signal 
obtai ned each time t he element is a ddr essed . The sampl ing 
pulse shape and dur ation · is also sho ~n in the fi gure . For 
these cal culations , it was assumed t he.t the base potent i al 
was at - 3 . 571 volts , its maximum possible val ue , a t the time 
the light was first turned on and that during the f i rst and 
each successi ve integration period the collected photogener-
ated char ge produces a n 0 . 5 volts change in the base volt age . 
Cd Was again assur.ied constant and equal t o 22 . 5 pF . The 
Peak val ue of the signal obtained afte r t he l i ght i s turned 
Off i s als o shovm . The crosses i n the fi gure i ndicate the 
base pot t · 1 . en ia a~ the conclusion of each of the sampl i ng 
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d Equilibrium is r eached when the cha r ge removed f rom perio s . 
the bas e duri ng the sampling pe~iod Ts i s equal t o the charge 
collected during the precedi ng i nt egration period , Ti . The 
gJ._vi ng r i se to this " lagtt i s i.vell understood 11 • mechani sm 
Briefly , the chargi ng time constant f or Cd is at first domi-
nat ed by the hi gh resi stance of the base- emitter diode , when 
v (t ) i s suffic i ently negat ive and t hen de creases as vB(t1 ) B 1 
becomes l ess negative until the t ransisto r current gai n and 
the emi tter load i mpeda_nce dominat e the t ime cons t ant . 
It i s evi dent from the above di scussi on that if the 
sampling period is reduced furt he r , t he base potential at 
the end of each sampling period a t equilibrium would be less 
negat ive than shown in Fig , 20 , for the sarne light level . 
From Fi gs . 1 6 and 1 7 , it is seen that the peak va lue of t he 
composite vj_deo signal at equilibr i um would then be highe r . 
This suggests a 1ode of oper a t i on for PET element a rrays 
that i s particularly a pplicabl e at l oVI l i ght levels . The 
lag wi l l however increase both when t.he light is turned- on 
and when i t is turned- of"f , as a consequence o f de creasing 
Ts furt her . The dynamic range will be reduc ed as well. 
5. Exper i mental Details 
Sever al 16 x 16 element area arrays we r e fabricated 
and t ested . Fi gure 21a shows a closeup of t he photosensi-
tive area of -Lh ' p · 1· h th "" e array ana ' l g . 2 b s · orvs e array mounted 
on a 2" by l 11 metallized cer amic substrate . Since the 
scanni ng ci rcui ts are not on- chip , outside contacts are 
Provided f or each of t he vertical and horizonta l lines and 
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Fig.21. 
(a) 
( b ) 
a) Close- up of a fabricated PBT a rray . The column 
lines make contact to the photodiodes and t he row 
lines make contact to the emit t ers . This int egr ated 
structure is s lightly different (1 5 ) from that 
shown in Fi g . 4 . b ) The array mounted in the 
metallized substrat e . 
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t he common collector . for 
Fabrication Process 
s t andard masks obt a ined from Qualitron consisting of 
. l e aquares and rectangles placed on 20 mils centers , simp .::> 
Us ed fo r the fabrication of the array . The element s ize were 
as a result , ""J 18 x 18 mil s2 a nd the total area occupied was , 
by the 256 el ements was flt.I 320 x 320 mils2 • Because o f t he 
large si ze of the arra y a nd the small number of samples 
fabricated , the arr ays made conta ined a number of defects . 
Primarily Shipley AZ- 1350J posi tive photoresist was 
used. Kodak KTFR negative photoresist was also used f or t he 
followi ng purpose . At s ome time during the processing of ' 
the wafer t he available masks wer e i nadequate to f orm the 
desired pattern . It was f ound tha t KTFR could be applied on 
the wafer and a patte rn developed on it . A layer of AZ- 1350J 
photoresist could then be applied and a new pattern developed 
on this photoresist , without affecti ng the unde r lying KTFR 
layer. In areas where either the KTFR or the AZ phot oresist 
were r emoved the oxide could be etched but not f rom where 
either of t he phot oresists or both were present . The c apa~ 
bility for the KTFR photoresi st to a ct a s a mask f or t he 
AZ photoresist has not been previous l y r eported . St andard 
1 5 Processing was followed i n worki ng with these photoresists • 
N-type , phosphorous doped , 1 A-cm, < 111 "'> orientation 
Silicon wafers were used as the starting material f or t he 
fabrication of the PBT a rrays . The wafers were cleaned 1 5 
and an 1·1 f-. m oxide was grown in 33% o2 t o 66% N2 a t mos -
phere at 1200°c . Base windows were opened on the oxide and 
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Boron was deposited a t 875°c for 10 min. Boron Nitride 16 
t ype M wafers obtained from the Car borundum Corporation were 
used as the dopant source a nd wer e a ctivated at 950°c f or 
one hour in pure o2 atmosphere jus t prior to the deposition 
step. The resulting surface resistance , followi ng t he depo-
sition step , was tW 180A / Cl . The wafers vvere transferred 
directly from the B- deposition furnace to the Drive- in 
furnace and driven- in for 2 . 5 hours a t 1200°C in a 50% o2 
to 50% N2 atmosphere . This was followed i mmediately with an 
o.5 hour annealing s tep a t 1200°c in a N2 a t mosphere . 
The emitter and photodi ode windows were opened next in 
t he oxi de and phosphorous was deposited f or 30 min at 1000°c . 
The POC13 liquid syst em17 was used . The sur face resistance 
was N 1 3 .0. I 'Q The wafers were given a 10 sec , 5 : 1 buffer-
ed HF etch and were washed in hot di stilled wa ter . The 
wafers wer e then inserted in t he oxidizing f urnace , and 
oxidized for 0 . 5 hours a t 11 00°c . The oxi dizing a t mosphere 
consisted of water vapor ob t ained by qubbling N2 gas through 
Bo0c water . The wafers wer e kept an additional 1 .5 hours 
in t he same furnace but with only N2 f lowing . The r esulting 
emitter and photodiode s urface resistance were 10 Al e and 
the base surfa ce r esistance was 1 50 .0. I a . The :phot odiode 
base j unction depth WaS N 3 • 4 rm a nd the base- collector 
junction was loca ted a t ,.,, 6 . 15 f' m. The i mpurity concen-
trations a t the surface , using Irving 1 s curves l 8 a re .,, 2x1O1 8 
cm•3 20 3 for t he base diffusion and ,.. 1 • 75 x 10 cm- f or the 
Photodiode and emitter diffusions . A typi cal curve for 
transi stor current gain versus base current is shown i n Fi g . 22 . 
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A detailed manual has been written15 describing the 
cessing steps for the fabrica tion of the 16 x 16 element pro 
pBT ar ea array , including the me t a llization , bonding and 
mounting t echniques . 
Testing of the Array B. 
A complete closed circuit TV system was built to t est 
the array as an image sensor . The system consists of a 
Tektronix 604 CRT display monitor, i n which the elect ro n 
beam posi tion and beam intensity are externally controlled , 
the circuits needed to produce t he signals which are fed 
into t he X and Y amplifiers of the 604 monitor , the s canning 
circuit s for the 16 x 16 array , t he different i a l video ampli-
fier and the start and synchronizing circuit s . A de t a iled 
description of t hese circuits and the timing di agrams a r e 
present ed i n Appendix I - A. 
To be able to addr ess only one element of t he a rray at 
any frequency desired a nd to allow greater flexibility in 
the addressing pulse shape and amplitude , a second system 
was set up . In this arr angement , only one photodiode line was 
addressed and only one emitter line was continuously grounded 
through a load resistor RE. Thus the same el ement wa s ad-
dressed always . Physica lly moving the array into another 
position in the spec i al DIP- type s ocket , a llowed anot her 
element to be selec ted . All the other emitter lines were 
connect ed toge ther a nd held a t a n ad justable potenti a l +VE 
and the r emaining photodiode : lines were a l s o connected 
together and kept a t O volts . Periodically all the photo-
diode l i ne s wer e put a t +VD at the same time that all emitter 
1+3 
. es were grounded . Thi s was done to r ese t all the other i1n 
element s of the array and to prevent crosstalk . 
Experimental Result s 6. 
The 16 x 16 element PBT arrays have been scanned in a 
televi sion raster with the circuits presented i n Appendix I - A. 
figure 23a shows the picture in the face of the monitor pro-
duced f rom a uniformally illuminated array and Fi g . 23b shows 
the pi cture produced with the array in the dar k . Figure 23c 
shows t he transmitted picture of numbe r 2- sha ped light images . 
In all cases the arr ay is scanned a t the rat e o f 200 frames 
per second . The brightness of each dot in the pictures is 
relat ed t o the amplitude of t he vi deo signal produced by the 
corresponding PBT el eme nt in the array . Several defects a re 
present , such as bright spots , which correspond t o leaky or 
shorted diodes in the a rray , missing el ements a nd non- uni-
formi t y in bri ght ness due to varia tion in the r esistance of 
the lines or the commut ator switches , · variation in the tra n-
sistor gai n and ot her reasons . 
Figure 24 is a s eries of os cilloscope displ ay photographs 
of t he emit t e r video signal . The t op trace in Fig . 24a shows 
the complete r ast er , that is the video output from all 256 
element s of the array , unde r uniform i l l umi nat ion conditions . 
The light level is suffi ci ent l y high i n t his case s o t hat 
most elements saturat e withi n t he i nt egr a tion pe r i od . The 
bottom trace shows t he complete r aster wi th no light i nci-
dent on t he arr ay . The t ransients arising from the switching 
Of t he emitter lines are pr esent in both traces . These 
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(b ) 
Fi g. 23 • 
( ) 
( ~ 
Photo graphs of the f a ce of the monitor . 
a) Picture produced when the PBT a rray is 
illuminated uniformly . 
b ) Picture produced when no light is incident 
on the a rray . 
c) Transmitted picture o f numbe r 2- shaped 
light images . 
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( a ) 
( c) 
Fig. 24 . 
( t ) 
Oscillos cope face Photogr a phs o f the emitt e r 
vi deo s i gna l . 
a ) Compl ete r aste r a t satura tion light l eve l 
a nd a t da r k . 
b ) Vi deo output f rom 12 o f t he 16 e l ement s o f 
one line of t he a rray unde r hi gh and uni f orm 
illumina tion and a t dar k . 
c ) Compl et e r aste r at t wo light l evel s below 
sat ura tion . 
Ur during the blanking period and do not produce an spikes occ 
iJDage on t he monitor . The emitt er video signal f rom 12 of 
the l 6 el ements of one line of the arr ay i s shown in the top 
trace of Fi g . 24b , also for uniform illumi nat i on conditions 
and saturation light level . The bottom trace i s the video 
output wi t h no light incident on the line . The first l arge 
spike in t his trace corresponds to the switching of t he emitter 
line. rt i s clear from Fi gs 24a and 24b that the output i s 
fairly uniform, for each line , at sufficiently high l evels of 
illumination , but t hat a large number of defects are present . 
The non-uniformity in peak value of the video s i gnal becomes 
worse at lower light levels12 • This is demonstrated in Fig . 
24c where t he complete raster is presented f or uniform 
illumination conditions but for two light levels below satu-
ration. 
A more accurate and more de t ailed view of the emitter 
and collector video s i gnals i s obtained if the array is tes t -
ed in t he special test- jig , di scussed -in section 4B. Ther e 
are no shift registers or commutator switches in this case 
and the various voltages a r e supplied ext ernally from pulse 
generators and power supplies . With the array in pla ce , 
however, only one element can be interrogated . The dat a to 
be presented in Figs . 25 , 26 and 27 wer e obtained f rom this 
test arrangement . 
A dr awi ng from an oscilloscope photogr aph of vE, v 0 
and vE- av c at high light levels i s s-hown in Fig . 25a . The 
top trace i· th t h s e emitter video a nd the middl e tra ce is e 
vi deo signal inverted . The compos ite video s i gnal 
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0 . 2 f s / cm 
View of the emitter and colle ctor vid e o s:L. ,nals . 
Dei:-ions trn tion of t he spilrn noise c...-mcell::l tion . 
cnpnbility of the PBT ;rra ys a nd the rooultin~ 
improvement in the s i cnal to noise r~tio • 
h m i n the bottom trace . These signa l s bear close re-s ov. 
to the calculated ones in section ~ . Experimentally 
possible , however, to know the base potential at 
nd of the integration period s ince there i s no cont a ct the e 
to the base . The addressing pul se hei ght is 2 . 1 volt s and 
the pulse r i se time and fa ll time a re 50 ns . Ts is ,.., 1 • 6 J-s 
and T. i s ,., 50 f s. The spikes produced a t the outputs when 
1 
the pulse turns off a re a l s o shown i n the figure . 1rhe im-
provement i n t he s i , nal to noise r atio in t he composite video , 
) ecause of t he cancellation of the spi ke noi se and t he addition 
of the signal , i s quite evident . 
rt was mentioned in Section 3 tha t , in arr ays contain-
ing a l a r ge number of el ement s , t he sampling time per element 
could be of t he order of f ew tenths of a /As. The spike 
noise cancel l ation that is possi ble when short dura tion ad-
ressing pulses ar e used i s demonstra ted in Fig . 25b . There 
is no li ht i ncident on t he element in t hi s case . The pul se 
width is ,.., 200 ns and its amplitude is 5 volts . The top 
double tra ce in Fi g . 25b is t he emitter and collec tor signals 
IUperimpos ed. The vertical scales a re 0 . 05 V/cm f or vE and 
M0.1 V/ cm f or ve · Inverting vc a nd adding it to vE re sult s 
in the bot t om trace of Fi g . 25b , where the vertical sca l e 
tor this trace i s 0 . 05 V/cm. vE - ave is shown in an expand-
d scal e i n Fi g . 25c . I t i s seen tha t the spi ke noise has 
to ,., 10 mV in t he composite video as compar ed 
v E and /1J 200 m V in v C. 
The experimantally obt ained peak values of the composite 
'1deo si gnal as funct ion of i ntegr ation time and cons t ant 
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ht l evel a re shown by the crosses in Fig . 26 . The computer lig 
calcula t ed values , as function of charge collected duri ng t he 
integr ation period , a r e shown by the dots in t he same f i gure . 
The calcul a t ed values a r e the same with those of curve S40 i n 
Fig• 17, plotted here against collected charge rather t han 
vB(t1). The t wo curves in Fi g . 26 a re very simi l a r except at 
the very high signal levels . The sa tura tion exhibited by 
the exper i mental curve occurs beca use of the loss of collec t -
ed char ge onc e vB becomes positive during t he i ntegration 
period v1hi ch f orward bi ases the di odes . 'l1his cha r ge loss 
mechani sm is not t aken into ac count i n the model and it i s 
the reason for the di sc r epa nc y . The shift between the two 
curves occurs because the bas e potentia l i s not zero at the 
end of t he s ampling period6 , a s it was assumed f or the 
calculations , but it remains few tenths of a volt positive , 
as demons t r ated in Fi g . 19. The shift , therefore , represents 
the amount of charge that is not removed from the base . The 
addressi ng pulse amplitude was 5 volt s and had a risetime of 
50 ns. The sampling time was 10 f- s in t he experi ment and 
effectivel y T = • in the calculations . Both t he expe r i -s 
mental and calculated curves in Fi g . 26 are linear over a 
Wide r ange and the experimental curve saturates quite 
abruptly. Thi s behavior for the video signal i s ver y de-
sirabl e in i mage sensors . 
It was shown theoretically in Section 3 that as t he 
sampling period is reduc ed , while the i nte gr a tio n time and 
light l evel are hel d constant , t he peak value o f t he video 
Signal i ncreases . This i s demonstrat ed experimentally in 
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This fi gure has been drawn from photographs of the 
oscilloscope CRT display . The top trace in each of the three 
portions of Fig . 27 , shows the addressing pulse . The second 
trace from the top in each portion shows the emi tter video 
signal when the array is illuminated a nd equilibrium has been 
reached and t he bot t om traces show vE when there is no light 
incident on the element and a .:.:>ain a t equilibrium. The inte-
gration time i n all cases is 0 . 2 ms . 
rt i s clear that when a s ampling pulse 50 f- s wide is used , 
it is practically impossibl e to de tect t he s i gna l while if a 
sampling pulse O. 2 f4 s wi de is used the same signal is easily 
detectable . To t ake full adva nt age of t his effect i n PBT ar ea 
arrays it would be required t o desi gn the shift registers , 
that addr ess t he photodiode lines , in such a way as to per mit 
adjustment of the sampling period without affe cti ng the frame 
rate. Thus when viewing scenes a t low light levels or where 
there i s more interest in viewing the dark portions of a 
scene, T could be set a t a low value · hil e for brightly il-s 
luminat ed scenes T would be set at a high value . As it was 
s 
previously di scussed , the lag increases as T8 de crease s . 
?. Conc lusions 
16 x 16 element silicon i mage sensor s utilizing t he 
Photodiode- bi polar t r ansi stor (PBT) struct ure a t each site 
were fabricated , tested a nd scanned in a television r ast er 
successfull y transmitting light i mages . 
It was shown that the spike noi se cancellation scheme , 
inherent i' n th PBm 1 t b ff t ' 1 t · 1 · d · e 1 e emen , can e e_ ec ive y u i ize in 
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Fig. 27 
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more 
arrays to reduce t he peak value of the spike noise by 
t han an order of magnitude while a t the same time 
asing t he neak value of the s i gnal . inc re ~ 
The s i mplicity in f abrica t ing PBT area a rrays was demon-
strated by making several working sensors us ing standard 
masks consisting of va r i ous sli ze rectangl es and squares on 
20 mil centers a nd requiring only two di ffusions and one 
metallization . 
It v:as f ound t ha t the Kodak thin film resist (KTFR) 
could be used as a mask for the AZ- 1350J phot oresist . 
The PBT element and the complete array were modeled so 
that the video signal ca lcula tions could be per formed us ing 
the comput er program ECAP-1 620 . The followi ng effects were 
taken into acc ount in modeling the PET element ; a ) the non-
linearity of the photodiode junction capacitance with reverse 
bias, b ) the va ria tion of the base- emi tt er junction r e-
sistance and p- n junction voltage drop with f or 'lard bi as a nd 
c.) the variation of t he current gain of the transistor with 
base current . Ve r y good ~greement wa s obt a ined between the 
calcula t ed a nd experimenta l result s . 
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APPENDIX I - A 
Description of the Closed Ci rcuit TV System 
A bl ock diagram of t he system is shovm in Fig . 1 and a 
diagram of the start and synchroni zi ng circuit is shown in 
'rhe timing diagram f or t he syst em i s shown in Figs . 
I n table I a r e l i s t ed the va rious int egrated 
used . 
Eac h of the 16 outputs of t he column s hift registe r 
(fast SR), see Fi g . 1 , i s connec ted t o one phot odiode line 
array . The shift regi ster is connected in a r i ng 
counter configuration and i t is arranged that onl y one of 
the output s is up , a t a t i me . .wach o f. t he outputs of the 
(slow SR) is connected to the gate of a 
COS/MOS swi tch . The 16 COS/ MOS swi tches are the commutat or . 
One of t he two source outputs from each COS/ MOS switch is 
to RE and the other t o +VE. Each emitter line i s 
t o the common drain of the corresponding COS/ MOS 
\'/hen the gate vo l tage i s positive , the COS/ MOS 
connects t he emi t t er line to RE. When the gate vol t -
zer o, the emitter line is connected to +VE. The 
'J 
ow SR i s connected also in a rin counter configuration 
•nd arranged so t hat only one stage is up at each time . 
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O' 
NUMBER 
DM8570 
S'N74 76 
S'N7400 
SN7402 
SN7404 
SN72733 
CD4007A 
DAC-19BBI 
TABLE I 
THE I NTEGR.AT D CIRCUITS USED IN 
THE CLOSED CIRCUIT TV SYSTEM 
DESCRIPTION 
8-Stages , Serial - in 
Parallel - out Shift Register 
Dual J - k Maste r - Sl ave 
.Fli·p- Fl pps 
Quad NAND Gates 
Quad NOR Gates 
Hex I NVERTERS 
Di f er ential Vi deo Amplifier 
COS/ MOS Dual Compl ementa ry 
Pair plus Inverter . 
(Connec t ed i n the tri ple 
Inverter configuration ) . 
8- Bit , Di gi t a l to Ana log 
Convert er 
MANUFACTURER 
Nat ional Semi -
c onduc tor Corp . 
Texas Ins tru-
ments (TI) 
(TI ) 
(TI ) 
(TI) 
(TI) 
( RCA) 
Datel Sys t ems 
Inc . 
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The clock pulses applied to the fast SR are counted by 
?- stage horizontal counter , shovm in Fig . 5. The digital 
t t f rom thi s counter is fed into a Digital to Analog Con-ou pu 
The resulting voltage positions the beam in the 
moni tor in the x- direction . Positioning o f the beam 
in the y- direction is done similarly . The pulses counted in 
this case ar e t he 16th output o f t he fast SR . 
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The 17th cloc { pul se to t he fas ~ SR does not C.'ause the -'- f irst 
to turn- on . This is done to give time for the beam 
monitor to return to the starting position . 
horizontal counter does not count the 17th pul se either . 
A design for a different i al video amplifier to be used 
shown in Fig . 6. 
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COLLECTION EFFICIENCY AND TRANSFER 
CHARACTERISTICS OF CID IMAGE SENSORS 
1. Abst ract 
The collection proce ss of the photogenerated charge i n 
CID image sensors is examined a nd a met hod i s presented by 
'Which the collection efficiency can be ca lculat ed . Numerical 
t echniques are utilized in the analysis . The method is 
applied to a specifi c epit axial type structure . The con-
tribution of the deple ted and undepleted regions to t he 
total collection efficiency of the sensor is calculated . 
The r elation be tween output signal charge and inci-
ent light intensity is also investigated . It is shown 
the collection efficiency decreases with increasing 
81.gnal charge and this results in non- linear transfer 
haracteristics a t high signal levels . 
Introduction 
The Charge Injection Device ( CID) is presently used tn 
solid state area t ype imaging arrays . Experi-
ental data have been presented1 ' 2 ' describing the per-
ormance of t he sensors . In the CID a substantial portion 
t the surface and volume, in which the visible radiation 
b orbed i s undepleted . The efficiency with which the iS a S ' 
J.·ty carriers creat ed in this region contribute to the JDinor 
signal has not been discussed . Also , the non- linearity be-
tween i ncident intensity and output signal charge has not been 
adequately explained . I t is the purpose of this paper to 
examine t hese two points . 
Numerica l techniques are utilized in the a na lysis s o 
that the complica t ed boundaries o f t he CID structure can be 
taken into account , and s i mplifying assumptions be avoided 
as much as possibl e . The calcula tions a re restricted to a 
t wo-dimensi ona l structure but the method can be extended to 
the three- dimensiona l case . The results, however, provide 
adequat e understanding of the per f ormance of a ctual devices . 
3. Description o f t he CID Image Sensor 
A top view of an epitaxial t ype CID image sensor i s 
shown i n t he upper portion of Fig. 1 and the cross s ection 
along t he dott ed line is shown in the lower part . The CID 
image sensor consists o f a· two- di mens iona l array of MOS 
capacitors . Each capacitor consis t s of t wo gat es , one con-
nected t o an x- row buss and the other t o a z- column buss . 
A depleting potentia l i s continuously applied to both gates . 
Minority carriers created by the incident r adi a tion or by 
thermal generation a r e collected and s tored as sur f ace 
i nversion char ge in the Si - Sio2 interface under t he 
Signal r eadout is achieved by setting both gates to 
gat es . 
zero 
Yolts thus injecting the interface cha r ge into t he n- l ayer . 
The resulting majority current entering the n- layer to 
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these minority carriers is integr ated over the 
· period This integrated charge constitutes the 
addressi ng • 
The use of two gates permits x- z addressing of the 
When a line is set to zero volts, t he charge under 
h gat e connected to t hat line is transferred to its eac 
neighboring gate . Net charge is released to the substrate 
onlY from t hat element for which both gates are set to zero 
yolts. The p- diffusion shown in Fi g . 1 is used to couple the 
charge be t ween the two gates , thus relaxing the requirement 
for close proximity o f the t wo gate s . 
Originally the sensors were made on bulk wafers but 
recent ones are built on epitaxial wafers because they offer 
several advantages . The r ever se biased epitaxial junction 
underlyi ng the whole arr ay ; (a ) collects effic i ently the 
injected minority carriers thus increasing the speed of 
operation while maintaining the dynamic range , (b) prevent s 
capture of the injected charge by the neighboring potential 
wells, t hus minimizing cross- talk and ·image smearing , (c) 
limits 11blooming11 arising from r adial spreading of the charge 
from an i ntensely i lluminated point , by limiting the distance 
carriers can travel3 and ( d) i mprove s the MTF of the sensor 
since car riers crea t ed deep in t he silicon , which would 
otherwi se give rise to image spreading , are not collected . 
'fhe main disadva ntage is that the collection efficiency of 
the epitaxial sensors is a factor of two smaller than the 
bulk ones or worse2 • It i s of interest to note tha t for 
Present t ypes of CID sensors this decrease cannot be compen-
sated by thinning the wafer and having the light incident 
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from t he back . The reason i s t hat hi gh i n j ecti on e ff i ciency 
requires a hi gh surfa ce r ec ombi na t ion velocit y at the back 
face (provided now by t he r ever se bi ased epi t axi a l sur 
junction) while hi gh collection effici ency r equi re s l ow 
surface r ecombination vel ocity a t t he s ame surfa ce . 
For t he 100 x 100 element a rra y descri bed by Hooke r4 the 
dimensions of ea ch el ement we r e ,.,;64 x 84 mi c rons . The area 
occupied by eac h pair o f the semitransparent polysilicon 
gates was sever al times smaller than t he tota l el ement a r ea , 
primarily to minimize t he dar k current . 
4. Collec t ion Ef ficiency 
The light i mage is us ually incident on the CI D i mage 
sensor from t he el ec trode or front s i de . From t he regions 
covered only with Si 02 , (see Fi g . 1 ) ver y little of t he 
incident vis i ble r adiation is r e fl ected i f the Si 02 film 
thickness i s properly chosen . The light incident on the 
metallic interconnec ting strips , shown by the cross- hatched 
regions in Fig . 1 , i s a l mos t complet el y r e fl ected . The 
strong i nterfer ence e ff ects produc ed by t he polysil icon 
films depo si ted on t op of Sio2 to f or m the ga t es l ead to 
substant i al wa velen t h dependent r efl ection losses5 of the 
light incident on the gates . In a ddition , t he polysil icon 
films al t hough normall y ver y t hin , absorb a cons i de r able 
amount of t he i ncident r adi a tion , particularly at shor t 
wavelengt hs wher e the absorption co e f f icient of sili con i s 
Yery l ar ge . The photon f lux <;A t hat r eaches t he silicon 
surface a t every point , t he r efore , depe nds both on t he 
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wavelength of the incident photons and the position on the 
surface . 
The generation rate of electron- hole pairs inside the 
semiconductor is given by 
g). (x ,y,z) = 0(.). 'f). (x,z) exp( - «.)t.y) ( 1 ) 
where ). i s the wavelength , y is the distance inside the 
semiconductor from the top surface , Ol)I is the absorption 
coeffici ent in cm- 1 , g ). is measured in pairs/ cm3sec and Cf). 
is the photon flux , in photons/ cm2sec , that enter the semi-
conductor at the surfa ce y = O. 
Refer ring to Fig . 1 , i t is seen tha t elec t ron- hole 
pairs ar e created by the light in four distinct regions , 
namely, t he substrate , the depletion r egi on of the epitaxial 
junction, the depletion r egion beneat h t he gates , a nd the 
undeplet ed portion of the epitaxial l ayer . All the holes 
created i nside the deple t i on region (well ) of the gates will 
be attract ed to the surface and add to the surface inversion 
charge. Parenthetically we note here t hat of the electrons 
created s ome flow to the gate to compensat e for the excess 
holes a t the Si- Si02 sur face while the remaining neutralize 
some of t he ionized donors at the edge of the depl etion 
region t o adjust for the change of the surface potential . 
The exact r elationship between charge out and interfa ce 
inversion charge wi ll be discussed in Section 5. None of 
the holes created in the substrate contribute to the surface 
inversion charge beca use they cannot cross the epitaxial 
junction. Holes created inside the depletion region of the 
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· 1 J·unction cannot co ntribute t o the s urface charge be-
epita.x1a 
cause t he built- in field o f the junctio n sweeps them t owards 
the subs trate rather than toward the epitaxial layer . Final-
ly of t he holes .created in the undepleted re gion of the epi-
taxial l ayer some diffuse t oward the wel l where they are 
capture d and add to the sur face charge . The others are lost 
either (a ) by diffusi ng t o the edge of the depl e tion re gi on 
of the epi taxial junction and bei ng swept a cross t o the 
substra te, (b ) by diffus i ng t o the surface and r ec ombining 
there a t a rate dete r mi ned by the surface r e combinat i on ve-
locity or (c) by rec ombining i n the epitaxial l aye r because 
of their fini te lifeti me . As i s evident from Fig . 1 , most 
of the sur face and volume of the epi taxia l l ayer is unde-
pleted. The spectral response or colle ction efficiency of 
the sensor will the r efore depend strongl y on how many of the 
holes created in this region are collected by the we l l a s 
function of wavelength , epitaxi al layer thickness , lifetime 
and surfa ce recombination veloci ty . In steady- state uniform 
illuminat ion conditions , t he concentration o f holes pA(x , y , z) 
everywhere inside the undepl eted region of the epi taxial 
layer is f ound by s olvi ng the diffusion equation 
D V 2p - .:2 = - g ( x y z) 
"( ). ,, ' (2) 
where Pis in cm- 3 , Dis the hole diffusion constant i n 
2 
cm /sec and t( is the hole li fetime in seconds . Once 
P~ Cx, y ,z) is known , the current density at any point can 
be calculated using 
-J p -= - D V p (3 ) 
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number of holes per second flowing into the well , or 
iost to surfa c e recombination or flowi ng across the epitaxial 
junction, can be found by integrat ing J P over the appropri-
ate surfa ces . 
Effi cient , s tra i ghtforward numerical methods using the 
finite di ff er ence approximation a nd employing the computer6 '7 
are presently avail able t o s olve the diffusion equation (2) . 
The irregula r boundaries whi ch constitut e the main di ff icul-
ty in obt aining an analyt ic s olution a r e easily t aken into 
account. Analytic expr essions for the boundari es are not 
needed. In the CID image sensor , f or example , the boundary 
of the depletion r egi on due t o the potent ial on the gates 
can be det ermined numer ical ly by s olving Poisson ' s equation8 , 9 
and then ent ered into the progr am s olving the diffusion 
equation. Also , the computer programs can be written in a 
general fashion s o that design parameters can be varied 
until optimum va lues are de t e r mined . 
The cross section o f a specific CI D struct ure f or 
which we will calculate the collec t i on efficiency is shown 
in Fig. 2 . The numbe r s in the figure represent dimensions 
in microns . To save computer time and reduce program com-
plexity we will assume that the gates of ea ch element a re 
almost as long as the element . If , in addition , we assume 
uniform illumi nat ion , then t o a good approximat ion p ~ can 
be t aken to be constant along the z- dir ection . Equation 
<2> then becomes two- di mensiona l and takes the f or m, 
D(a~ + ~2P ) - ~ = - g (x , y ) ~x ~ Y2 't ~ (2a) 
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The boundary conditions ar e ( see Fi g . 2) : 
(i) p = O a t the depletion region boundaries of bot h the 
well and the epitaxial junction, 
(ii) D(d p/d y) = spat the undepleted portion of t he surfac e , 
wher e s i s the surfa ce r ecombina tion velocity , 
(iii) (~ p;d x) = 0 a t x = 0 and x = 32 microns because of 
the symmetry o f the structure and the a s s umed uni-
form illumination condition . 
In Fi g . 2 we have negl ected t he p- diffusion between 
each pai r of gates and instead have assumed that t he gat es 
are suffic i ently close toge t he r . Also , the deple tion r egion 
at the edge of the gate was assumed to f orm a quart er circle 
with r adius equal to the well depth measured directly be-
neath t he gate . The last two assumptions produce a small 
error but obviate the need of solving the two- dimensional 
Poisson' s equation to f ind the potential inside the semi-
conduc t or . The well depth yd directly beneath t he gat e i s 
calculated then from the one- dimensional solution of 
P 
' 
t oisson 1 s equation , a nd i s given by yd = ( 2 £s l VS I qND ) 
where E i s the dielectric cons t ant of t he semic onduct or , s 
q is t he electronic charge , ND ·is t he donor i mpurity con-
centration and VS is the s urface potential. The relation 
between yd and t he surface inversion cha r ge Q i s inv 
(4 ) 
Where b = qND , a = CeoxqND/ 2Esxo) ' c = - (Eox lvG l/xo) + ~nv , 
Eox i s the oxide di electric constant, x0 is the oxide 
thickness , and VG i s the gate voltage measured from flat 
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I 
I 
band conditions . VG and VS are negative quantities . 
Fi nally , we will negl ec t any r efl ection or absorption 
losses due to the Si02 or the polysilicon ga t es , since 
neither the thickness of the films nor a reflection spectrum 
have been published . Such a spectrum can , however , be in-
cluded i n our present computer programs without any di fficulty . 
Equation (2a ) was s olved using t he 11 success ive over-
relaxation" or " extrapolated Li ebman'1 point iterative 
method6 , 7 and a squa r e mesh of 0 . 5 j-4 was chosen . Numerical 
integr at ion and differentiation10 techniques we r e also 
applied t o equation (3) to evaluate the current flowing f rom 
the undeplet ed re gion into the well , across the epitaxial 
junction into the substrate , and into the surface . The 
accuracy of the calcula tions was checked by comparing t he 
total cal cula t ed current to the t otal number o f holes creat-
ed per second in the undepleted re gion , the l atter being 
determi ned accurately by integrating equation (1) . In all 
cases t he t wo values agr eed to within. 5%. Their diffe r enc e 
was l ess t han 1% f or zero surface r ecombination velocity and 
epitaxial layer thickness l ess than 20 microns . 
I n the calculation t he values for the diffusion con-
stant and li fetime of the minority carriers have been t aken 
as D = 10 cm2 / sec and tt = 10 f" sec which are r easonable 
Values f or the devices . The values of the absorption coef-
f'icient 
Newmanl 1 
()(.). have been t al~en from the data of Dash and 
Fi nall y , the f ollowing quantiti es a r e defined 
to aid in the pr esenta tion of the results : 
Hd ::: ep holes/ sec created in t he depleted region . 
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= holes/sec created in t he undeple t ed region . 
= holes/ sec creat ed in the substrate . 
H + H + H b = tota l number of holes generated dep und su 
per second . 
= holes/sec flowing into the well from outside it . 
In Fi g . 3 we plot t he collection effi ciency o f the un-
deplet ed r egion , o = I wel/( Hund + Hsub ), as function of the 
epitaxial l aye r t hickness for different wavelengths . The 
light absorb ed by the well Hdep ha s been omit t ed f rom t he 
denomi nator of the above expression . Clearly , the presence 
of the epitaxia l junction s ubs t antially lowers the collection 
efficiency of the undepleted region both for the short and 
long wavelength r adiation . It is of inter est to point out 
that because '1 = 1 0 f sec t he loss of hol es to rec ombination 
in the bulk of the epi taxial layer is negligible even f or 
the 40 mi cron thick l aye r . 
The s et of curves of Fi g . 4 depict the collection 
efficiency of t he undepleted region a s func tion of wavelength 
with t he surface recombination velocity s as paramet er . The 
collection effi ci ency i s defined here as 9 = Iwel/Htot and 
it now i ncludes Hd in the denomi nator . These curves apply 
ep 
for t he structure of Fi g . 2 where the epitaxia l layer t hick-
ness i s equal to 1 O microns . To put these curves i nto per-
spective one must use t he curves of Fi g . 5 where the amount 
Of light absorbed inside the well and t hat absorbed i n the 
undeplet ed r egion i s plotted as a function of wavelength . 
For example , a t ~ M 0 . 62 f' 1>.1 50% of the incident radi -
ation i s absorbed by the well and N 50% by t he undeplet ed 
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region. From Fig . 4 , e N 0 . 2 , f or s = o, VJ'hich indicates 
that onl Y tv 40% of t he light absorbed in the undepl eted 
contributes t o signal . Two points of interest in 
region 
4 ar e : (a ) as expec ted , high surface recombination fig. 
velocities are more detrimental to short wavel engt h radi-
ation and (b ) that e changes ver y little f or s be t ween 0 
and 1 o3 cm/ sec whi ch i s interesting s ince values of s tu 1 o3 
cm/sec or l ess a r e pr esent l y obt a inable 12 in Si - Si02 
interfaces . 
The collection efficiency of the well , j = Hdep/ Htot 
is, of course , equal t o t he absorpt ion efficiency . J is 
function of wavelengt h in Fig . 4 , curve (a) . 
Since most of t he depleted regi on is covered by the poly-
silicon gates which produce large interference effects and 
also absor b some portion of the light a t the short wave-
lengths, the curve present ed her e can only be thought of 
as an i deal efficiency . The tota l collection efficiency of 
the struc t ure would then be ~ = J + g ' and f or s = 0 this 
is plotted as the top curve of Fi g . 6. The set of point s in 
this figure correspond t o the dat a of Michon a nd Burke2 • 
The smoo t h line between the points was drawn for comparison 
With the top curve . The greatest di screpancy between t hese 
two curves occurs in the short wavelength r egion where the 
losses due t o t he polysilicon gates and surface recombi -
nation a r e expected to be important . 
The analysis pre sented so far applied t o small signal 
levels. At hi gher s i gnals the size of the depletion region 
decreases because of the increasi ng surface inver s ion 
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1.0 
Ton curve rcurcccnts the i deal maximum collec tion 
eff iciem:y , Art},= 9 + j , tlw. t ca n be expcc t ecl f ro r.1 
the st r uc ture o f ~~ ~ . 2 . Tho snooth line t hrouc h 
the ex p ' ri r.1cnt C1. l :po i nts is d r o.rm for coi'1 pc,ri s on 
with t ho top .curve . 
ge and t hi s causes a reducti on i n the coll ection e f -
cha.r ' 
ficienc y. These eff ects a r e treated in the followi ng s ecti on. 
5. Tr ans f er Char ac t eris tics 
The char ge r el ea s ed to t he epi t axi al l ayer at t he 
moment of addressi ng one e l ement is equal to %nv + qNDy d , 
where ~nv i s the surfa ce inver s ion char ge and i s equa l to 
the photon and ther mal l y gener ated hol es collected by t he 
well dur i ng t he i nt egration per iod . The s econd t er m r epre-
sents t he depleti on r egi on cha r ge a t the monent of addr essing . 
yd is t he wel l depth . Thus ( %nv + qNDy d ) /q r epresents the 
number o f ma jor ity carrier s t hat mus t f lmv i nt o t he epita-
xial l ayer . \Tie may assume t hat by t he end of t he addr essing 
period t he holes compr isi ng % nv have either recombi ned or 
have been collec t ed by the epit axia l junction . Thus when 
VG goes up at the end of t he addressi ng pul se , t he depletion 
region acquires its maximum width yd (zero inver s ion 
max 
1' 
charge ) ~ . The ma jori t y char ge t hat mus t l eave t he epi -
taxial l ayer is qNDyd • · The net s i gnal charge Q . is t hen 
max s i g 
(5) 
Implicit in t he above discussion is t he assumption t hat 
the char ge tha t enter s t he epit axial layer at t he onset of 
addr essing , t o neutral ize t he charge of t he depletion 
re · gions of t he gat es connected to t he same l ine as t he 
addr essed gate , is equa l t o t he charge l eaving at t he end 
Of t he addressing period , when the deplet ion regions are 
est ablished again . Thi s assumption is justified if the 
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addressing period i s short relative to the integr a tion period . 
Equation (5 ) indicates t hat a non- linear relationship 
between t he char ge out to t he photo- generated charge ~ill 
occur i f t he di ffe r ence bet ween the last two terms of the 
equation are s i gnif'i cant relative to Qinv· In Fi g . 7 , we 
plot t he signal versus the inversion charge using equation 
(5). The parameter s used a r e : gat e voltage VG= -1 2 volt s , 
oxide t hickness x0 = O. 114, and impurity concentra tion 
ND = 5 x 1014 cm- 3 , which are typica l values . In t he same 
graph t he well depth i s plotted as a f unction of ~nv using 
equation (4) . Fi gure 7 clearly shown t hat if t he collec tion 
efficiency «t} remains constant as the well depth decreases , 
that i s , Q1 nv r emai ns proportional to Htot ' then the trans-
fer characteristic i s linear and saturat es abruptly. A 
small non- linearity would appear a t high signa l l evels 
either for ND > 1 X 1 o15cm- 3 if x0 = 0 . 1 f'- or fo r 
x0 '> 0.1 5 f if ND = 5 x 1 o1 L~cm-3 . The i mpurity conc entration 
or oxide thickness required to produce an appr eciable non-
linearity are therefore s i gnifica ntly above typical values . 
A pronounced non- linear behavior between Htot and 
Qsig occurs because of the r eduction in t he collection ef~ 
ficiency C'f). wi t h increased s i gnal charge . The r eduction ).. 
in ~A i s a dir ect consequence of t he shrinking of the 
Well as Q. increases . Thi s i s demonstra t ed in Fi g . 8 inv 
Where tVt') is plott ed as func tion of yd for three different 
Wavel engt hs . The instanta neous increase in Qinv i s given by 
(6) 
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e t he functional dependence of wher 
curve-fitting of the curves in Fig. 
C'Yl~ to yd is obtained by 
8 . Using equation (4), 
can be expressed in terms of ~nv instead of yd . The NL.~ 
total charge , ~nvf ' collected over an integration period 
can t hen be found from the following equation 
= q Cf). dt (7) 
The transfer characteristic calculated using both 
equations (7) and (5) is shown as curve (a) in Fig . 9 . The 
calculat i on was made for ~ = 0 . 67 f and s = 0 cm/sec . The 
relationship between '>?..). and yd was taken to be linear, 
which i s a good approximation as is evident from Fig . 8. 
The significant feature of this curve is , of course , that 
it shows non- linearity at higher signal levels . The non-
linearity becomes worse and the dynamic r a nge is reduced if 
the injection efficiency is l ess than qnity , i . e ., some of 
~nvf i s collected again in the well at t he beginning of the 
next i nt egration period . This is included in the anal ysis 
by substituting Qinvo instead of zero as the lower limit of 
the integr al on the left hand side of equation (?) . The 
calcula t ed curve when c:i. = Q. f/2 is shown as (b ) in 
"""1.nvo inv 
Fig. 9. The points in the f i gure a re the experimenta l 
result s of Michon and Burke2 • The radiant power scale 
corresponds to their data . We should point out , however , 
that t he r eported injection efficiency of the epitaxial 
structure i s close to 100%. 
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conclusions 
we have examined the photogener ated charge coll ection 
l·n the CID image sensor and have presented a method process 
by which the collection efficiency can be calculated. The 
method has been applied to a particular CI D structure , shown 
in Fig. 2 , and its collection efficiency has been calculated 
as funct ion of epitaxial layer thickness , wavelength and 
surface r ecombination velocity . In addition the transfer 
characteristics of the structure , relating the total number 
of carri ers creat ed in the silicon t o signal charge have 
been studi ed . 
It has been shown that: 
(a) t he collection efficiency 5' of the undepleted region is 
substantially reduced as a result of the epitaxial 
junction. The highest rate of increase of 6 with 
epitaxial layer thickness occurs for thicknesses be-
tween 5 and 20 mic rons ; 
(b) at most tv 46% of the holes creat ed in t he undepl eted 
region are collected by t he well . This occurs f or s=o 
and short wavelength r adiation . The efficiency de-
creases f or longer wavelengt hs or higher surface re-
combination velocities ; 
(c) one significant s ource of non- linearity i n the transfer 
charac t eristics is t he decreasing collection efficien-
cy with signal level . The decrease in "'l occurs be-
>i 
cause of the shrinking of the potential well with 
signal level and the r a te of decrease depends on the 
wavelength of the incident r adiation. 
I I 
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APPENDIX II - A 
Numerica l Solution of the Diffusion Equation 
To solve equation ( 1 ) numerically , 
- g). ( y ) ( 1 ) 
the undeplet ed portion of the epitaxial l ayer in Fi g . 1 , 
between the vertical br oken lines marked x = 0 and x = 32 
rm, was devi ded into a s quare mesh o f 0 . 5 f m s i des . From 
Taylor series expansion and neglecting higher or de r t erms 
we have ; 
p( x+h , ' y ) ~ 
"' 
p(x , y ) + ~ h ';} 2 h2 + !._j2 -d X2 2 
p( x- h , y) p (x ,y ) ''d d2 h2 N -~ h + !.....ll -
"" 'd x ~ x2 2 
where his the incremental distanc e , 
ing mesh points . Adding a nd sol ving 
in cm , be tween 
f C)2p . or 2 gives , ~ x 
~~ ~ ( p(x+h , y ) - 2p(x , y ) + p (x- h , y) ] / h2 
Similar l y for the y- dir ection ; 
t 2.E .., [ p(x , y +h ) - 2p(x , y ) + p (x , y - h)J / h2 
'd y2 "' 
nei ghbo r -
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Letting p( x+h , y ) = p (i+1 , j) , etc . equation ( 1 ) becomes ; 
clL) fp ci+ l , j ) + p (i- 1 , j) + p (i , j - 1 ) + p(i , j +1 > _ 
h2 v 
ThUS' 
4p(i , j)) = - g( j ) + p(i , j)/"( 
p(i , j) =A ( p (i+ l, j) + p(i- 1, j ) + p(i , j - 1) + p (i , j+ l) 
+ cg2) g ( j) ) 
where A ~ ( ~) { 1 I l ( ~) + ( ~ )]} • 
For t he ~ iteration proceeding from l eft tori ht and 
from top t o bottom, 
p( n+ l ) ( i , j) = Alp(n)(i+1, j ) + p (n+l )(i- 1, j ) + 
p ( n )(i , j+ l ) + p ( n+ l l (i , j - 1 ) + (~2 ) g(j)1 
where p( n) denotes t he nth ~±t eration value . 
In t he " extrapol at ed Liebmann" or " s uc cessive over-
relaxation11 - i te r a tive method , 
where W i s the " re l axation factor11 and R(i , j ) i s t he re-
sidual at any mesh poi nt de fined as t he amount by whi ch the 
finit e di f f erence equation di ffe r s from zero and i s given 
therefor e by ; 
The fina l di fference f orm f or t he hole concentra tion at any 
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mesh point except at the Si- Si02 interface and the edges of 
the deplet ed regions , is ; 
p(n+1 )(i , j) = Cc) At p(n)(i+1 , j) + p(n+1 )(i- 1 , j) + 
P( n\i , j+l) + P(n+ l) (i , j -1 ) + (g2) g ( j)} + 
(2) 
At the edges of the depleted r egions , p(i , j) = 0 at 
all times . In the curved portion of the depletion r egion 
of the well many of the mesh points do not fall exactly on 
the boundary . The approximation made was to assume that the 
depletion region boundary passes through the closest mesh 
point. At the Si- Si02 interface , the following boundary 
condition must be satisfied , 
D ~p fi = sp (3) 
From Taylor series expansion and neglecting hi gh orde r terms ; 
p (x , y+h ) ~ p (x, y) + ~ h + d 2p h2 
i Y C) y2 
p(x , y- h ) X p (x , y) - ~ h + ~2n h2 
oY d y2 
subtracting and solving f or ~ ~ we get ; 
~ ; = [ p(x , y+h) - p(x , y- h )J / 2h 
The mesh points at the surface have index j = 2 . Thus; 
ip) = [ p(i ,3) - p(i ,1 )1 /2h 
y . 2 J= 
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Equation (3) becomes ; 
and; 
p(i , l) = - c2gs) p(i ,2) + p(i ,3) (4) 
Sinc e at t he Si - .Si02 interface equations ( 1 ) and (3) must 
be solved simultaneously , we have from equation (2); 
p(n+l )(i, 2) =WA{p(n )(i+l , 2 ) + p(n+l )(i- 1 ,2) + p(n ) (i ,3) + 
p(n+ l )(i ,1) + ( ~2 ? g (2) } + (1 -CA) )p(n)(i,2) 
Substi tuting for p( i,1) from equation (4) , gives; 
p(n+l )(i,2) =WA(p (n)( i +1 , 2 ) + p(n+l )(i- 1 ,2) + p (n )( i ,3) + 
- c2gs) p(n)(i,2) + p (n)( i,3) + cg2 ) g (2 ) J + 
+ ( 1 -w) p(n)(i ,2) (5) 
Equation (5 ) is then the differce form used t o calculate the 
hole concentration a t the Si - Si02 i nterface . Point (i , 1) 
is a fic titious point and the hole concentration is never 
calculated there . 
In the ca lculations , presented in manuscri pt II , 
W = 1 . 875 :provided the maximum rate of convergence . Be tween 
75 to 150 :; itera tions were needed f or convergence depending 
on t he wi dth of the epi taxi al l ayer and the depth of the 
•ell. The solution was assumed to have converged when 
lp(n+1)( . . ) (n ) ( .. ) , J. , J - p l , J ~ 1 o3 holes/ cm3 . 
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APPENDIX II - B 
Design f or Back I llumina ted CI D I mage Sensor Arr ay 
Present designs of CI D image sensors cannot be opera ted 
in the back illumination mode . The reason is tha t high in-
jection efficiency requires a high surface r ecombination 
veloci t y at the back surface while high collection efficien-
cy, for a t hinned sensor , require s low surface recombination 
velocity at the same surfa ce . 
A design which would allow back illumination operation 
is shown in Fig . · it . The major difference between this 
sensor and the already exist i ng types is that it is made on 
a bulk ( r ather tha n epi taxial ) wafer and. that vertical 
p-channel s are diffused between the elements . These channels 
are as l ong as the a rray and ca n be diffused at t he same 
time as the coupling diffusion between each pair of gates . 
I n nor mal ope r a tion all the channels are r everse 
biased r elative to the n- substra t e . When an element is 
addre ssed and the surface charge released , the channel 
nearest to that element s erves as a sink for the rel eased 
charge . The signal may thus be t aken from t he add r essed 
Column, as in pr esent sensors , or it may be taken from the 
channel s . 
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Al l the channels may be connected toge ther and bia sed 
to a low de potentia l , or the channels may be separate and 
connected to a shift register . In t he later case the re-
verse bias on the channel adja cent to a column is increased 
when t he column is addr essed . This makes it a more efficient 
sink· The other channels can be held a t some l ow r everse 
bias to serve a s bloomi ng inhi bitors . 
The advantages of the proposed sensor a re : 
(1) I t can be thinned and used with light incident through 
t he back of the wafer , t hus getting better spectral 
r esponse and collection efficiency . 
(2) I t can be oper a t ed in the Silicon Intensifier Tar get 
(SIT) mode , i . e ., wi th t he signa l bei ng gener a t ed by 
hi gh energy (fer kV ) elec trons bomba r ding the back of 
the wa f er . 
(3) The cha nnels provide antiblooming control , beside 
se r ving as injected charge collectors . 
(4) I f necessary na rrow met allic stripes can be used for 
t he rows and columns . In thinned structures this may 
be i mportant , since thi s could reduce the stress on 
the wa fer . 
The proposed design does not have any disadvantages 
•hen compared with pr esent ones as rega r ds f abrication , da r k 
current, and capaci t ance loading . 
(l) The proposed sens or r equires the same fabrication s t eps 
as current ones , since the channels can be diffused i n 
a t the same time a s the coupling p- r egion bet ween gat es . 
(2) The da r k current s in this sensor should not be l arger 
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than tha t of a conventional CI D. It is true that the 
channels will occupy and keep depl e t ed a large portion 
of t he surface , however the dark current generated will 
not flow into the well s but into the channels . 
(3) The capa citance of an output column will not increase , 
sinc e the channels a r e pa r allel to the columns . The 
capacitance of t he rows will increase , but the rows are 
addressed a t s low speeds during blanking and hence this 
i ncreased capacitance will not cause any degradation in 
performanc e . 
For the proposed structure to work well it is necessary 
that when one of t he ga t es of an el ement is set to zero volts , 
the surfac e charge benea th tha t ga t e get s trans fe rred t o t he 
neighboring gat e and is not r eleased to t he near est cha nnel . 
This could be a chi eved by making the falltime of t he ad-
dressing pulse sufficiently long . An alternative met hod of 
ensuring that such undesirabl e injection does not occur would 
be to use different oxide thicknesses under the two gates 
of each element . It could be arr anged tha t the collecting 
channel was next to the ga t e with the thicke r oxide . When 
injection a t a n element occurs the ot he r elements i n that 
column have the signal cha r ge in the gate fart hest from 
the channel . However , this stepped oxide structure would 
lead to more complica t ed fab rication proc edures , and possi-
bly a structure which wo~ld be harder to t hin down . 
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III 
TRANSMI TTANCE OF 
AIR/ Si02/POLYSILICON/ Si02/ Si STRUCTURES 
1. Abstract 
The transmittance of Air/Si02/ Polysilicon/ Si02/Si 
structures is calculated in the spectral region between 0 . 4 
and 1.of.. A proper choice of the thicknesses of the oxide 
films can substantially increase the transmittance over a 
narrow wavelength band or over the entire wavelength region 
of int erest here . 
2. Int r oduction 
Polycrystalline silicon films are presently used as the 
semi-transparent gate elec~rodes in front illuminated Charge 
Coupled Device ( CCD ) 1 and Charge Injection Device (CID) 2 
image sensors . The thin film structure on the gate region 
of t he se sensors is shown in Fi g . 1 . The gate oxide is 
first t hermally grown on the silicon wafer . The polysilicon 
film i s deposited next , usually by chemical vapor deposition, 
and doped to reduce its resistivity . A top silicon dioxide 
film i s then either deposited or grown thermally on the 
Polysilicon. 
In this paper are presented some cal culated curves of 
1 0 1. 
AIR N 0 
m = 0 
INT ERFAC E 1 
Si02 
POLYS~LICON 
Si02 
SILI CON 
. N1 
'l'.T 
"2 
N3 
N 4 
m = 1 
ct , 
m = 2 d2 
m = 3 d3 
m = 4 
}"ig. 1 • Thin film s tructure in t he gQte r egion o f 
polysilicon- G3t e i maee se ns oro . m = 1 
denot es the t op oxide a nd m = 3 de no tes 
t he gate oxide f ilms . 
" 
2 
ti 3 
" 4 
the t r ansmittanc e of Air/ Si 02/ Pol ysilicon/Si02/ Si structures , 
in the spectra l regi on 0 . 4 to 1 . O ~. In the literat ur e , 
little at tention seems to ha ve been pai d1 ,3 i n se l ecting t he 
gate or top oxide f i l m t hicknesses when optimi zi ng the trans-
mittance . In our cal cul a t i ons all thr ee fi l ms on t op of the 
silicon are t aken into a ccount . I t i s demons t r a t ed t hat for 
fixed polysilicon fi l m t hi ckness , the Re f l ectance/ Tr ansmit-
tanc e (R/ T) spectra of s uch s tructures a r e s i gni f icant l y 
altered by t he thicknesses of t he oxide f ilms . Dependence 
of the R/ T spectra on the oxide fi lm t hi cknesses has been 
noted by Brown and Chamberlain4 . I t i s also shown t hat a 
substantial portion of t he incident i llumi nation is absorbed 
within t he polysilicon f ilm even f or o.1f- thick f ilms . 
3. Analysi s 
The Matrix me t hod5 was used f or t he calcula t i on of the 
R/T spectra , f or light incident normally on t he s ur f ac e of 
the sensor . The mat hematica l expressions were evalua t ed 
using a di gi t a l comput er . The r ecurrence r e l a tions f rom 
which the reflectance and t r ansmit t ance a r e cal culated are 
given i n5 and will not be repr oduced he r e . 
The va l ues o f n and k , t he real and imagi nar y par ts of 
the r efra ctive i ndex , in t he wavel engt h r egion be t ween 0 . 4 
to 1.of-, for the polysilicon films used a s t he ga t e e-
lectrodes , are not known . In t hi s pa per the optica l constant s 
Of singl e c r ysta l s ilicon a r e us ed f or both the polysi l i con 
films and t he silicon waf er . These were t aken from6 and 
are shown in Tabl e I , the va lues a t other wavelengths we r e 
1 02 
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TABLE I 
r 
OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF SI NGLE CRYSTAL SILICON FJ\DM0 
WAVELENGTH REFRACTIVE EXTI NCTION 
). , MI CRONS I NDEX , n COEFFIC I ENT , k 
0.386 6 . 00 0 . 42 
0.41 0 5. 11 o. 17 
0.440 4 . 67 o. 13 
0. 475 4.33 0 . 11 
0.51 5 4. 16 o. 10 
0. 560 4 . 00 o. 10 
0. 62 3 . 92 0 . 05 
1.00 3 . 75 0 . 0008 
d by interpolation . The k values for the heavily doped roun 
polysilicon films should be significantly l a rger? than those 
for pure single crystal silicon ; the values of n on the other 
hand are not expected to differ by more than a few percent8 ' 9. 
The variation of n and k with wavelength ha s been included 
in t he calcula tions . The re fractive index of silicon dioxide 
1 0 11 
was assume d rea l and equal to 1 . 5 ' • Since the silicon 
substrate is a ssumed semi- infinite , the transmittance gives 
the amount of light t hat is absorbed within the silicon a nd 
contributes to the efficiency of the sensor . 
4. Results 
A. Ef fect of the Gate Oxide 
In Fig . 2a and 2b the transmittance is plotted against 
wavel ength with the thickness d3 of t he gate oxide as a 
parameter . The polysilicon film thickness d2 = 0 . 15 f- and 
the top oxide film thickness d1 = 0 . 1 f- for all the curves 
in t he figure . It is seen that as the -gate oxide thickness 
increases ; a ) a ll the peaks shift towards longer wavelengths , 
b) t he amplitude of each peak increases as it is shifted 
and t hen decreases after a maximum is reached and c) t he 
peaks in the short wavelength side of t he spect rum shift 
more than peaks occurring at t he longer wavelengths . The 
same behavior is observed f or structures with different 
Polysi licon film thicknesses . Values f or d2 between 0 . 09 
to 0. 4 f. were used . 
It is clea r from Fig . 2 that the thickness of the gate 
OXide must be considered when optimizing the transmittance 
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r a narrow wavelength band , or over a wide spectral range . 0ve 
A judicious choice of the gate oxide thickness can enhance 
the transmittance considerabl y . The commonly used gate oxide 
thickness of ct3 = O. 1 f- is a poor choice for maximizing the 
transmi ttance . For all pol ysilicon film thicknesses , an 
o.18 f oxide film produced an overall enhancement of t he 
transmi ttance wi t hout shifting the peaks appr eci ably as 
compar ed to the O. 1 f gat e oxide film . 
B. Ef feet o f the Top Oxide 
In Fig . 3 t he tra nsmittanc e i s plott ed for top oxide 
film t hicknesses ct1 = 0 . 0 , O. 1 and O. 18 r· For all curves 
the pol ysilicon f ilm thickness d2 i s o. 15 r and the gate 
oxide film thickness d3 i s O. 18f-. It i s seen that the O. 1 f 
top oxide film produc es an over all enhancement of the trans-
mittance . This is not surprising since it is well known 
that an 0 . 1f- Si02 film on t op o f silicon i s an opt i mum 
antiref lection coating f or the visible region. The 0 . 1f top 
oxide film thus a cts primarily to r educe the reflection f rom 
the Air/ Si 02/ Polysilicon portion o f the structure of Fig . 1 • 
Some shift i n the peaks occurs for top oxide film 
thicknesses va r ying from zero to 0 . 5 f , but no shif t l arger 
than : 0 . 05 f- was observed f or a ny pee:~ . 
c. Effect of t he 1'xtinction Coeff i cient 
The extinction coefficient is l a r ge in the blue- gr een 
region of the spectrum, thus a consider abl e amount of the 
incident short wavel ength radiation is absorbed within the 
Polysilicon f ilm. Thi s is demons trat ed in Fi g . 4 where the 
top curve is f or k = O and in the bottom curve k ha s the 
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_. 
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\.0 
values from Table I . The film thicknesses in this figure 
a.re d l :: 0 . 1 ~ ' d2 = 0 . 1 r and d3 = 0 . 1 8 f . 
The extinction coefficient k of polysilicon is much 
smaller than the differenc e of the re fractive indices of 
polysi licon and air or polysilicon and sil icon dioxide . The 
Fresnel coefficients are therefore dominated by t heir r eal 
part and no notic eable phase shi f t occurs due to k , a t any 
of t he interfa ces . The positions of the maxima a nd minima 
in t he R/ T spe ct ra a re not t here f ore af f ected by the value 
of k and this is clea rly demonst r a ted in Fig . 4. 
5. Conc lusions 
1. The transmitta nc e spectrum wi l l be in error unless 
the t hi ckness of the gate a nd top oxide films a re included 
in the calcula tions . 
2. A proper choice of the gate and top oxide film 
thicknesses can result i n substantia l increase of the trans-
mittance over a particula r wavelength band or ove r the 
entire spectral r egion bet ween 0 . 4 to 1 • 0 f. This latter 
point i s illustrated by the bottom curve of Fig . 4. 
3. Consider able absorption occurs within t he poly-
silicon even for ver y t hin films . Since the k va lues 
used here are smalle r t han t he va lues of polysilicon films , 
in practice the absorption losses will be higher than 
indi cated in t he f i gures . However , the positions of the 
Peaks and valleys are not affec t ed by the va lues of k , tha t 
are likely . 
11 0 
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APPENDI X I II - A 
Addi tiona l Dat a f or t he Tr a nsmi ttance of Air/Si02/ Polysi licon/ 
Si 02/ Si Structures 
In t his Appendix we elaborat e on s ome area s tha t wer e 
not di scussed ext ensivel y enough in Manusc r i pt III. 
A. Effect o f Polysi l icon 
Polysili con , compar ed to air and Si02 , is characterized 
by a hi gh i ndex o f refr action i n the wavel enet h r egi on be-
t ween O . L~ to 1 . 0 f- , and as a r esult domi nates t he r e-
flectanc e/ transmi t t ance spectra o f the ai r / Si 02/ polys ilicon/ 
Si02/ s i licon s truc tures . Sma l l changes in the t hickness of 
the pol ysili con fi l m shift t he pos i tiol:f o f the peaks i n t he 
transmittance appreci abl y .. The tra nsmittance spec t ra f or 
polysilicon f ilm thi cknesses be t ween 0 .1 1 to 0 . 25 ~ are 
shovm i n Fig . 1 a , 1 b and 1 c . The top oxide t hickness ct1=0 . 1 
ft and t he gat e oxide t hi ckness d3 =0 . 18 f- f or all the curves . 
B. Effect of t he Extinction Coefficient 
In Fi gs . l a , l b a nd l e , it can be seen tha t as t he 
thickness of the polysilicon i s i ncreased , the ave r a e va l ue 
Of t he transmit tanc e i n t he bl ue- gr een region o f t he spect r um 
decreases . This occurs because bf the absorption o f light 
in t he polysili con l a yer . The ab orption coeffici ent , rX , 
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is related to the extinction coefficient by 0( = 4 '1 k/ }. , 
and is appreciable in this region. For the values of k used 
in t hese ca lcula tions, which are mos t likel y smaller than the 
values of k f or polysilicon, significant absorption occurs 
within the polysilicon even when its thickness is o. 1 f as 
11 6 
it wa s demonstrated in Fi g . 4 in Manuscript III. As the thick-
ness of the po l ysilicon film i s i nc r eased , the oscillations 
in the blue- gr een region are severely subdued and the trans-
mittance curve becomes smooth . Thi s effect is shown in Fig . 
2 where the polysilicon thickness d2 = O. 4 f. 
As di scussed in Manuscript III , the position of the maxi-
ma and minima in the R/ T spectra a re not, however , affected 
by t he va lue o f k and thi s is demonstrated again in Fi g . 2 . 
In Fi g . 3 we have plotted the transmittance , T , f or 
different va lues o f k , r anging f rom k = 0 to k = 5kDN ' where 
kDN i s t he exti nction coef f icient of singl e crystal silicon 
measured by Dash and Newman12 • For these ca lculations 
d1 = O.lf-, ct2 = 0.2.f arid d3 = o .1 8f_~ Using t he data 
from this f i gure, it can be verified that if t he transmittance , 
T, i s known when the exti nc tion coefficient is k , then t he 
I 
transmittance , T , at the same wavelength but f or a different 
k is given to a good approxi mation by ; 
T' -- T exp [ ( 4 n I )\ ) ( k 1 - k ) d] 
where ~ is the wave l ength i n vacuum and d is the polysilicon 
film thickness . Thus , i f the va lues o :f k f or polysilicon 
films a r e di ffe rent f rom the values used her e , all the 
figures presented , both i n Manuscript III and in this Appendix , 
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can still be used by simply correcting for the amplitude of 
T using the above f or mula . 
c. Effect of Top Oxide 
rt was s t a ted in Manuscript m that an O. 1 f- thick Si02 
film on top of Si is an optimum antireflection coating in the 
spec tral r egion be tween 0 . 4 to 1 . 0 f-· This is demonstra ted 
in Fi g . 4 where we have plotted the calculated reflectance 
spectra of air / Si02/ Si structures with the Si02 film thick-
ness as a parameter . For Si02 film thicknesses great er than 
those shown , the re f lectance spectrum for each thickness 
shows s everal maxima and minima within the wavelength region 
of i nterest here . The calculations a re for light incident 
normally on the structure . The t hi ckness of t he Si s ubst rat e 
was assumed infinit e a nd the n and k val ues f rom table I 
were used f or Si . For Si 02 , n = 1 . 5 and for air n = 1 .o. 
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APPENDIX III - B 
The Reflectance and Transmittance Formula e 
The Reflectance R. and Transmittance T . , for normal 
J J 
incidence , of a st ructure consisting of j - thin films bounded 
by t wo semi - infinit e media are given by ; 
where n is the index of refraction of the incident medium 
0 
(air in t hi s case) and n.+l is the index of refraction of J . 
the exit medium (silicon) • . 1T indicates product in the 
above expression. 
Recursive formulae for the other quantities are given 
below. From their defi nition , the subscript i must take 
values >,.. 1 only . 
For i '">,. 2 , 
12 1 
8l(i+l) = qliri+l+pli8 i+l+8 livi+l+rliwi+l 
tl(i+l) = tliPi+l- uliqi+l+vliti+l- wliui+l 
ul(i+l) = uliPi+l+tliqi+l+wliti+l+vliui+l 
vl(i+l) = tliri+l- uli 8 i+l+vlivi+l- wli wi+l 
wl(i+l) = uliri+l+tli 8 i+l+wlivi+l+vliwi+l 
For i = 1 , the ab ove constants become ; 
P12 = P2 + glt2 - hl u2 ' ql 2 - · q2 + hlt2 
tl2 = t2 + glp2 - hl q2 ' ul2 = u2 + h1P2 
r12 = r2 + glv2 - hlw2 ' 8 12 = 82 + hlv2 
For i ~l , 
pi = cos( 1i - l) . exp(ai- l ) 
qi = sin( ~i-l) . exp(ai- l) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
ri = ( gi . cos( ¥i _1 )- hi . sin( ¥j __ 1)J . exp(ai- l) 
glu2 
glq2 
glw2 
si = [ hi . cos( j'i - l) + gi . sin( cYi _1)J . exp(ai- l) 
ti = [ gi . cos(j'i - l) + hi . sin ( l i _1 )] . exp( - ai- l) 
ui = [ hi . cos( 1i - l) - gi . sin( ~i-if] . exp( - ai- l) 
vi = cosc r i - 1) . exp( - ai- l) 
w. = - sin ( V. 1 ) . exp( - a . 1 ) 1 Oi - i -
a . 1 = (2 k . 1d. 1 ) / \. , l - l - l - /\ v . 1 = C 2 n . 1d. 1 ) I \. 0 l - l - l - I' 
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where , A is the wavelengt h o f the incident r adiation in 
vacuum, nm and km are the real and i magina r y parts of the 
complex index of refraction , defined as Nm = nm - i km ' of 
the mth medium and di is the t hickness of the ith layer . 
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FI NE STRUCTURE I N THE OPTICAL ABSORPTION EDGE OF SILICON 
1. Abstrac t 
Det ails of the structure in the indirect optic al 
absorption edge of silicon were studied by measuring the 
dependence of the photocurrent in p- n junctions on the 
energy of the incident photons . The measurements were made 
at room and higher temperatures for photon energies 0 . 75 eV 
( hv < 1 .08 eV. The sensitivity of the method enabled high 
resolution measurements in the absorption t ail . At room 
t emperature , thresholds were found at "" 0 . 91 eV , 0 . 99 eV , 
and 1. 026 eV. The derivative of the response showed ex-
tensive fine structure in this t ail . The TO and LO phonon 
assisted transitions to the ground a nd excited state of the 
exciton , r eported by Shaklee and Nahory in the phonon emis-
sion r egion , were here seen with phonon absorption , oc-
curring a round 1 . 054 eV and 1 . 065 eV . There was additional 
structure in this region , whose origin is not known . 
2. Introduction 
The optical absorption spectrum near the indirect band 
gap of s ilicon wa s measured by Macfarlane , McLean , Quarring-
ton and Roberts1 ( MfviQR). The absorption arises from indi-
r ect allowed transitions with momentum being conserved by 
the emission or absor ption of a phonon . The electron- hole 
pairs created may either be unbound or exist as excitons 
wi th binding energy € ( n), where n denote s the nth exciton 
l evel . The theory f or t he spectral dependence of the ab-
sorption coefficient al f or such transitions was developed 
by Elliott2 • A summary of the theory and an anal ysis of 
t he experimental r esults can be f ound in the extensive re-
view by McLean3 . 
The agreement be t ween theory and experiment was , in 
general , excellent, but there were a few discrepancies . The 
experimentally determined value of 5. 5 me V for E ( 1) - E (2) 
l ed to an estimate of ~ 7 meV for the exc i t on Rydber g , 
whereas the va lue calculated from theory by McLean and Lou-
don4 was 14 meV . Another discrepancy involved the absence 
of any contribution from the longitudinal optica l (LO) and 
longitudina l ac oustic (LA) phonons, although transitions 
aided by these phonons are allowed . Fina lly , the experi-
menta l results showed absorption a t photon energies lowe r 
than the minimum threshold energy for one- phonon aided 
transitions . The value of 0(. in this absorption t ail was 
very small and could not be accurat el y determined from the 
transmission technique used by MMQR. 
Dean et a l 5 mea sured absorption and luminescence a t 
low tempera tures and obtained results in subst antial 
agr eement wit h MMQR . The higher resolution they had en-
abled them to s ee additiona l s tructure near the thresholds 
Whi ch they at tributed to split ting of the gr ound stat e of 
: I 
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t he exciton by valley- orbi t interactions . Recently , Shaklee 
and Nahory6 presented re sults from wavelength derivative 
t ype experi ments which indicated tha t the energy s eparation 
between the ground and first excited state of the exciton 
was 11 . O + 0 . 2 meV , and the binding energy of the exciton 
+ 
- 0.4 meV . 14 . 7 In addi tion they pointed out theoreti-was 
cal reasons that preclude valley- orbit spl itting of the 
exciton ground state . They i dentified the additional 
structure near the threshold for absorption of a photon 
wi th the emission of a transverse optical (TO) phonon as 
due to LO phonon assisted transitions . 
In this work we have investigat ed the dependence of 
the photocurrent gener ated in silicon p- n junctions on the 
energy of the incident photons . The r atio:.of the photo-
current to light intensity was measured and corrected to 
gi ve the response R for consta nt photon flux . R was taken 
to be proportiona l to the absorption coefficient (J... , which 
i s true as long as the incident light · is weakly absor bed . 
This point i s discussed further in Sec tion 3. The sensi-
tivity of the present me thod a rises from the fact that 0( 
i s directly rel ated t o the measured photocurrent , whereas 
in transmission or reflection experiments it is rela ted to 
t he small difference between t wo large measured quantities . 
The method proved particularly useful for measuring accu-
r ately the absorption t ail . Measurements were also made in 
t he TO phonon absorption region , i . e . where the absorption 
Of a photon i s accompanied by the absorption of a TO phonon . 
The results can be summarized as follows : 
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( 1 ) At room temper atur e there are three prominent 
t hresholds in the absorption t ail . The first , whi ch is not 
too well de fined , occurs a t o. 9 1 eV , t he s econd at 0. 99 eV 
and the third a t 1. 026 eV . The l a t ter two were obse rved by 
MMQR. The first lies beyond their r ange of measurement . 
(2) The dependence of cl on the photon energy f ollowi ng 
t he latter t wo thresholds i s not in a gr eement with t hat found 
by MMQR. Thi s is due to t he f a ct that there a re a number of 
other lesser thresholds present . 
(3) In the r egion from 1 . 01 5 eV to 1 . 045 eV the result s 
ar e accura te enough to permit numerica l differentia tion of 
t he data t o get t he deriva t i ve of the respons e . The deriva-
tive plots show fi ne s tructure which has not previous l y 
been seen . 
(4 ) The threshold energies a nd t emper ature depende nce 
of d. suggest that t wo and three phonon processes give rise 
t o t he absorption t ail . The fine structure i ndicates that 
t he phonons participating a re not just . from the r poi nt 
and A symmetry direction ·o f the Brilloui n zone , but from 
t hroughout t he zone . 
(5) In the TO phonon absorption region our experiments 
show that the r e is more structure i n t he absorption coef fi -
ci ent t han accounted for by t he theory . Furthermore it i s 
evident from our dat a t hat t he f i ne s tructure , in the 
r egion foll owi ng TO phonon aided transitions to t he ground 
st ate of the exc iton , has been t he s ource of disagr eement 
i n previous de t er minations of E: ( 1) - t ( 2 ) . The va lue of 
£ ( 1 ) - E ( 2 ) we fi nd is i n excell ent agreement with tha t 
127 
found by Shakl ee and Nahory6 . 
(6 ) Finally , par t i cipat ion of LO phonons in the ab;i'lo 
sorption process , first obser ved by them , i s confirmed in 
these experiments . 
3. Experimental Det ails 
Comme r ci a lly a vai labl e lar ge area silicon p-i-n photo-
diodes and epi taxial n-on- p wafer s wer e used . The n epi-
t axi al l ayer was either phosphorous or ar seni c doped and i t s 
thickness was approxi mately 1 5 f· The s ubst r a t e was a l ways 
boron doped and its t hi ckness was o f t he order of 25o f-. 
The r esistivi ties of the epitaxial l ayer and t he s ubstrat e 
wer e the same in each sample and ranged i n value bet ween 1 
and 10 .a.. cm f or di ffe r ent wafers . The measur ement s we r e 
made with the s amples at r oom t emperature and at hi gher 
t emperatures . 
A tungs t e n l amp , chopper and a doubl e- gr ating monochro-
mat or with a spect r a l bandwidth of 0 . 5 nm were used to 
provi de a chopped light heam . A beam spli t t er was used a t 
t he exit slit to irradi a t e the sample a nd a r e f erence t her mo-
pile . The voltage developed a cross a load r esi s t or connected 
acros s the sampl e was measured with one lock- i n ampli f i e r 
and t he output f rom t he t hermopile on a second lock- i n 
ampli fier . The r a tio of t he output s f r om t he t wo lock- in 
ampl ifiers was measur ed wi th a r at iometer and r ec orded . 
Thi s reading was mul t i pli ed by 1 /~ to give R the r esponse 
at di fferent wavel engt hs f or const ant phot on f lux . The 
illumi nat ion l evel was kept low enough t hat the phot ocurrent 
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varied linearly with light intensity . R i s t hen proportiona l 
to the tota l numb er of electron- hole pa irs crea ted wit hi n an 
ef fective collec tion re gion near the juncU.on . 
The rea sons f or taking R to be proportional to o<. are as 
fol lows . In tra ver sing a dis t ance J the light is attenuated 
from i ntensity I 0 to I(l ) where I ( .l ) = I 0 exp( -d../. ) . In t he 
. - 1 
r egion of interest oC. i s l ess than 1 cm , and with wa fer 
t hickness of 250 f-, we ha ve o(. L. << 1 . Hence I - I( i ) ~ I o1..1 
0 0 
and the light absorbed in the effec tive collec tion region i s 
proportional to ~ • We a ssume the quantum efficiency to be 
i ndependent of photo n ener gy . This a ssumption is substanti-
at ed by t he photoconductive measurement s made on germanium 
by Moss a nd Hawkins? . They fo und that in the absorption t ail 
their calcula ted absorption coefficient f rom photoconductive 
measurements 'as identica l to tha t obtained by Macfa rlane 
et a t 8 f rom tra nsmi ssion measurements . These expectations 
were experimentally verified by shi ning the light through 
either surfa ce o f t he wafer . Despit e .the large a symmetry of 
the junction depth r el a tive to the s ample surfa ces the r e-
spous e obt ained was i dentical . Again there wer e five r oom 
temper a ture measurement s of the response in the region from 
1. 015 eV to 1 . 045 eV. The s e included t he p- i - n diode and 
sever a l di f f e r ent epit axia l wafers . All runs gave result s 
whic h we r e the same to within a multiplying f actor . 
The monochromator whic h was used in the experiment s 
had a linear wavelengt h s ca l e . Wher e extreme a ccuracy was 
required , the dat a point s wer e t aken by manua l setting of 
t his scal e . The deriva tive spectrum was obtained by t aki ng 
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t he difference between the r esponses at wavelengths separated 
by 1 nm . This gave h R/ O.). r a ther than AR/ hhv , but for small 
ranges of ~ one is proportiona l to the other . The value of 
1 nm for A). was chosen for highest resolution consistent 
with discrimination against noise . 
A number of steps were taken to make sure of the genuine-
ness of the structure seen in the derivative plots . The cor-
r ectness and linearity of the monochromator scale were check-
ed by measuring persistent lines a nd doublets in a tomic 
spectra . The accuracy a nd reproducibil ity of the settings 
was found to be better tha n 0 . 02 nm. Effects due t o the 
gr at ing and beam splitter were eliminated by using a nea r -
infra red transmitting filter and polarizer in front of the 
ent rance slit of the monochromator . This was verified by 
r epeating the experiments with a second thermopile a nd a Ge 
photodiode in place of the sample . In neither case wa s any 
structure observed . The use of sever al different sampl es 
has already been mentioned . Finally the samples were heat-
ed and measurements made·a t tempera tures 10 to 50°c above 
room t emper a ture . La r ge cha nges in the shape of the absor~ 
ption curve are not expected for s uch small tempera ture 
change s a nd , since the energy gap decrea ses with temperature , 
all genuine structure should appear di spl aced to longer wave-
l engths . All structure discussed in Section 4 showed this 
expected behavior. Incidentally , there was no structure 
found tha t was ca used by the system . 
4. Experi menta l Results and Discussion 
A. The Absorption Tail 
The method was use ful f or phot on energi es below 1 . 077 eV . 
At hi gher ener gi es t he absor ption was s o l a r ge t hat R di d not 
i ncrea se l inearly wi t h ol , r esul ting i n loss of sensitivi t y . 
The only information beyond 1 . 077 eV that was obtai ned was 
t he ener gy at which onset o f t r ansitions to t he gr ound s t ate 
of t he exciton occ urred with t he simultaneous emis s ion of a 
TO phonon . This t hr eshold gave a n easi l y i denti f i able peak 
i n t he AR/b~ ver s us ~ curve , and occurred a t 1 . 1692 eV. 
The peak due to t he onse t of tra nsitions to t he ground s t a te 
of t he exci t on involving t he s i multane ous absorpti on of a TO 
phono n was easily est ablished a nd occurred a t 1 . 0538 eV . 
The average o f t hese t wo ener gies gi ves the room t empe r a ture 
(296 K) exc iton i ndirect a p , i . e . t he ene r gy gap mi nus the 
exci ton bindi ng ener gy , as 1 . 111 5 : 0 . 5 eV . Hal f o f t he 
spacing bet ween the two peaks gives the TO phonon energy to 
be 57 . 7 i 0 . 5 meV. These va l ues are i n excellent agr eement 
with previous r esults . 
A semi-logarit~~ic plot of t he . r esponse against photon 
energy in the region o f t he absorpti on t a i l is shown i n 
Fi g. 1 . There i s a measurable r esponse a t 0 . 775 eV, a nd it 
increases by about an orde r of magni t ude on going t o 0 . 90 
ev. Not muc h can be sai d about t he shape o f t he curve i n 
t his regi on , a s the s i gnal was t oo smal l to be measured 
accurate l y . The s i gnal was just above t he noi se l evel at 
t he l ow ene r gy end a nd was de t ermi ned wi th about 6 percent 
13 1 I, 
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The photoresponse of s ilicon p-n junction in the 
abs orption t~ il . For r e f e r enc e tho n rrow point G 
to th0 TO phonon obsor ption threshold. 
accura cy at 0 . 90 eV . 
Towards higher energies the response rises sharply , 
with clearly observabl e thresho l ds at 0 . 91 eV and 0 . 99 eV. 
various simple expressions were tried for describing the 
r esponse between the s e two thresholds . The formula 
R = 4 . 9 + 1 . 09 x + 0 . 56 exp x ( 1 ) 
(). ) - 1 wi th x = \ ( h 'tJ - h v0 , ~ = 6 7 e V , and h v0 = 0 . 925 eV gave a 
good fit to t he data in the re gion between 0 . 925 eV and 0 . 983 
eV. According to this f or mula the response is an exponential, 
superimposed on a background consisting of a constant and a 
l i nea r t er m. The data in this region at T = 331 K was 
f i tted by 
R = 10 . 8 + 2 . 30 x + 1 . 20 exp x (2 ) 
- 1 
where (3 wa s a gain 67 eV , and h v0 was 0 . 916 eV. The shift 
of 9 meV in hY0 is in agreement with t he change in t he 
energy gap due to t he rise in temperature . The latter was 
measured from the shift o f the TO absorption peal{ and was 
9 meV . It is of interest to not e that the r aising of the 
t empera ture increased the response by a factor of about 2 . 15 . 
The response between the sec ond threshold and the TO 
absorption re gi on is shown in greater detail in Fig . 2 . 
The top cur ve is da t a obtained a t 331 K and goes wi th the 
upper scal e ; the bottom curve i s t he room temper ature data 
and goes with the lower energy scal e . The top s cal e is 
shi ft ed t owards l ower ener gy by 9 meV relative to the 
bottom scal e to offset t he change in energy gap wi t h 
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Fig. 2 . Expandod plot of respon s e ve r sus photon enc r ·y in 
the rccion from 0 . 9G t o 1 . O~ cV. The upper curve 
ho.s been G1iif t ecl by 9 r:icV tormrd s lor1 r cnor:~ior; 
to o f.f s o t tho decrease in cno r rrv r·n n •·rl t.h t. 0~'1n1" r.·1-
t emperature ; the a rrow points to t he TO absorption threshold 
fo r both the room and hi gh temperature data . In the region 
f rom 0. 99 eV to 1 . 05 eV , t~1QR fi tt ed their room t empera ture 
dat a with an expression of the f orm 
oe. = a(h - 0 . 989 )2 U (h~ - 0. 989) 
+ b(h ~ - 1 . 021 )2 u (h v - 1. 021 ) (3 ) 
where hV is measured in eV , a and b are cons t ants and U is 
t he unit s t ep f unction . This i mplies tha t the absorption 
ri ses as the square of the energy from thresholds at 0. 989 
eV and 1 . 021 eV . In trying to fit such a n expression to 
our measurements one o f the probl ems was to find the correct 
extrapola tion of the response a t lower ener gi es and subtract 
i t from the ac tua l da t a . The mechani sm giving rise to the 
absorption below 0. 98 eV i s not known , a nd t he r e i s some 
concern about extrapolating an increasing exponent i al . For 
want of a bet t er procedure it was assumed that the same 
mechanism continued to opera t e beyond 0. 98 eV , and t he 
extrapola ted va l ue Rext was f ound from Eq . ( 1 ) . Fi g . 3 
shows the square root of t he di fference bet ween the actua l 
and extra pola ted va lues against photon energy . The bottom 
t wo curves ar e room temperature data f or t wo differ ent 
samples , the top curve i s for a hea ted sample . The energy 
scale for t he heat ed sampl e has again been shifted by 9 meV 
r elative to the s ca l e f or the room t emperature data . Be-
t we en ( a ) and (b ) one ca n dr aw approximate s traight lines , 
Wi t h nearl y common origin for the three curves . The 
t hreshold thus est ablished is 0 . 982 eV a t room temperatur e , 
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Squa r e root o f t h e di f fc r c n ce b e t we en t he ac t ual 
pho t or cspon:::;c etn cl t llo cxtr.'.lpola t c d l o \'; en e r r .. : 
r e s ponse fro m ~q . ( 1 ) , p l o t t cct D. :': .::Li nst p i:o t on 
on e r~:} . The ·1)o tt om curves .t. r c f or d i ff e r e nt 
crn~1pl os nt room t empe r a tu r e . Tho t op curve i .::; f or 
~ sai~pl o J. t hi ghe r t cmpo r ::i. turc , and has be en shif t -
e d by<) mc V t o f :-.. c i li t .:l t c co 1 1 p.:-..r:L ~ o n uith the lo r: t. r 
curves . Tho :-l rr0 '.'!8 po i nt t o s truc turcc s een in nl l. 
a.s compar ed to the va l ue o f 0. 989 eV f ound by MMQR. Ther e 
i s a br eak i n the curve at point (b ) . This occurs a t 1 . 0213 
eV , and coinci des with t he second thr eshold of Eq . (3 ) . 
To a ver y rough appr oximation, one ca n fit t he t a i l in 
t his r egion a ccording to the de pe ndence suggested by MMQR. 
The ag~eement, however, i s not ver y good . There a r e r eally 
no straight line portions in Fi g . 3 . There i s more s t r uc ture 
i n t he r es pons e than indica t ed by Eq . (3) . The a rrows point 
to plac es where a break i s a ppa rent in every one of the 
curves . The deviations between the experimental values a nd 
t he curve ca lcula ted to give the best fit are well beyond 
t he experimental error . 
The s tructure in the res ponse can be seen more clearly 
i n t he derivative plots . As explained in Secti on 3 , it was 
more convenient for ha ndling t he data to choose ). a s t he 
i ndependent va riabl e i nstead of hV. 
In Fi g . 4 AR/~) is plotted agains t dec r eas ing wave-
l engt h in the vicinity of the t hr e shold a t 0 . 99 eV . The t op 
curve i s t he room t empera ture da t a , and t he bott om curve is 
the dat a a t hi gher t emper ature fo r the same s ampl e . The 
scales a r e of f se t , as in the pr evious figures , to f acilita t e 
compar ison . The similarity of these curve s is evident . I t 
i s clear tha t not one but t wo peaks a re present . The phot on 
energi es corresponding t o t hese peaks a r e 0 . 989 eV and 0 . 994 
eV for the room t emper a ture dat a , and ar e shifted by 9 meV 
towa r ds lower energi es a t hi gher t emperature . 
Fi g . 5 s hows h R/ ~). agains t decreasing wa velengt h in 
t he r egi on from 1 • 22 r t o 1 • 18 h The point s plotted a r e the 
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A~ 6.). ~; l:orrin r.; f:l nc struc t uro in t ho .::i..bnor :ption t ail . 
The points ~ro e x pcrimentnl va lues , tl10 lino i c dra~n 
thron,~: ll f oci.tures seen co n:J i s t cnt l y in a l l runs . Tho 
photon cnc r c i cs correspondin~; to the arrows urc s horm 
in the fi c;urc . 
average of five runs with each run showing essentially the 
same features , while averaging eli minated some of the noise . 
There a r e sever a l fea tures wit h diffe r ent and well defined 
shapes ; the photon ener gi es correspondi ng t o these f eatures 
are noted in t he figur e . It is worth noting tha t t he step 
i ncrease denoted by (a ) occurs a t 1 . 0256 eV, which corresponds 
t o point (c) of Fig . 3 . Beyond (h) the derivat ive i s domi -
nated by the TO phonon peak and its thermal broadening . 
The mechanism giving rise to the absorption t ail and the 
f ine s tructure is not known9 . We can rule out the effects 
of the electric fields in the space- charge region , as t he 
diodes gave the same r esult s with and without applied bias . 
Although we cannot completely di sregar d i mpurity effect s , the 
fact that As and P doped wafer s wi t h resis tivities ranging 
f rom 1 to 10 ohm- cm gave i dentical r esult s suggests that 
i mpurit y e ff ect s a r e negligible . The known levels int r oduc ed 
by the impurities do not correlate well with the observed 
energies of t he structure . Our re sults are more in ac-
cordance with mul t iphonon effects . 
The conduction band minima in silicon occur in the ( 100 ) 
dire~tion of the Brillouin zone , with the magnitude of t he 
wave vector being about 0 . 85 times the magnitude at the zone 
boundary . The optical and acoustic phonons wit h t his wave 
vector are the one s involved in the one- phonon ai ded tran-
sitions ; the TO phonon has energy 57 meV , and the TA phonon 
has ener gy 18 meV . It is possible to have two, and higher 
order , phonon aided processes , provided the sum of t he wave 
vectors o f the phonons is equal to the above value . As 
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pointed out by McLean3 one can have t ransitions with the s i mul-
t aneous absorption of the above TA or TO phonon and an 0 
phonon (i . e . a zero wave vector optical phonon) . The energy 
of the 0 phonon is 63 meV. Two phonon ai ded tra nsition thres-
holds would be expected a t 0 . 991 eV ( f or TO + 0 ) and at 1 . 031 
eV (for TA+ O) ; these agr ee approxima t ely with the data of 
Fi g. 3 . The observed threshold a t 0 . 911 eV could be attribut-
ed to absorption of three phonons (0 + 0 + TO) . The temper-
at ure dependence o f the absorption in the region from 0 . 925 
eV t o 0 . 983 eV is in a greement with this a ssumption. The 
probabilit y of the simultaneous absorption of three phonons 
i s given by the product of the occupation numbers ni of 
each o f the phonons , where 
and k is Boltzmann' s constant . From this the r ati o· of the 
absorption at 331 K to that at 296 K is calculated to be 
about 2 . 17 as compa r ed to the ratio of 2 , 15 be t ween .'Egs •. 
(1 ) and (2) . Two phonon· s tructure has been pr eviously 
r eportedlO , l l. These interpr et a tions were concerned with 
i dentifying peaks in deriva tive t ype experiments with combi-
nations of TO , TA, O and S phonon energies , where Sis t he 
phonon connecting different conduc tion band minima . The 
detailed nature of t he s tructure in our results shows t hat 
choos ing phonons from onl y some high symmetry points and 
directions is inadequa te . Calculat i ons o f t wo phonon ef-
fects us ing a wider sampling of phonons has been done only 
for Raman s ca ttering , where t he s um of the momenta of the 
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phonons i s zero . The t wo phonon spectra have been observed 
both in Raman effect12 and electron energy loss measurements13 . 
Cal cula tions along those lines for the absorption edge mi ght 
be us eful in analyzing the present experimental results . 
B. TO Phonon Ab sorption Region 
I t was pointed out in the introduction that there is 
some disagreement in the literature with regard to the fine 
structure in the region of TO phonon aided transitions and 
its interpreta tion . The data obtained in the present 
measurements in this region are shown in Fig . 6 where AR/ O.').. 
has been plotted against decreasing wavelength . The solid 
curve in the fi gure is drawn through those features that 
are seen with the same shape and relative amplitude in all 
the results , i . e . different runs on different samples . At 
higher tempera tures these features were present , correctly 
shift ed towards lower energies . 
Following the interpretation reported by Shaklee and 
Nahory6 , we i dentif y the peaks at (a) · and (b ) as the thresh-
olds for tra nsitions to the ground sta te of the exciton with 
the absor ppion of a TO and an LO phonon respectively . The 
peaks (d ) and (e) correspond to the TO and LO phonon aided 
transition to the first excited level of the exciton . The 
energy separa tion between the ground and first excited 
level of the exciton is found to be 11 . 9 ~ 0 . 5 meV. The 
energy of the LO phonon is calculated to be 55 . 9 ~ 0. 5 meV. 
The values for t he phonon energies and exciton levels 
obt ained are in excellent agreement with the va lues foun d 
by Shaklee a nd Nahory in the phonon emission re gion . 
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But there is a discrepancy between theory and experiment . 
From the theory2 it would be expected that the derivative of 
« would have a -t power dependenc e on the energy from the 
threshold at (a ) to about 12 meV away ; and at power de-
pendence on the energy from a threshold 14 meV away from (a) . 
Clearly this is not what happens . I nstead at ( c) , about 6 . Lf. 
meV away from (a) , ther e is a step increase in the derivative 
and , negl ecting the fine structure , there is an a l most linear 
increase commencing about 10 meV away from (a) . This 
behavior is in good qualitative agreement with the result s 
of MMQR. They interpreted a step- like increase 5. 5 meV 
away from the TO phonon peak as the onset of TO phonon aided 
transitions to the first excited state of the exciton , and 
t he a l most linear increase in the derivative commencing about 
10 meV away from the TO peak as due to band transitions . 
Dean et al5 found a step increase about 7. 5 meV from the TO 
peak with band transitions commencing about 4 . 5 meV after 
the step . They a lso interpreted the step increase as the 
onset of TO phonon aided· transitions to the first excited 
state of the exciton . Finally , in Fig . 2 presented by Shak-
l ee and Nahory6 the derivative in the region of TO phonon 
emission shows a definite increase , though not step- like, 
commencing about 7 meV away from the TO peak . It is clea r 
from their fi gure and Fig . 6 of the present work that the · 
increase is not due to background contributions . 
Shaklee and Nahory 1 s interpreta tion of the fine 
structure is probably the correct one , as it leads to good 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical values 
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of the exciton levels , and gives t he right energies for the 
peaks in Fig . 6. There are some features in Fig . 6 which do 
not correspond to any peaks noted by Shaklee and Nahory . 
Some of these , like the structure near (f), could be due to 
multiphonon effects ~ These effects would be more prominent 
in the present measurements which we r e done at elevated 
tempe r a tures and in the phonon absorption region . However , 
t he increase in the derivative 7 meV away from the TO peak 
connot be due to two phonon effects or impurity effects . If 
it were it would appea r symmetrically placed with respect to 
the exciton indirect gap . But, as has been pointed out, it 
has been observed on the high energy side of the TO peak in 
all the experiments , a t low and high temperatures , and both 
in the phonon emission and phonon absorption regions . It 
thus appear s to be related to the TO peak, and consequently 
to the exciton , but at the moment there is no explanation 
for it . 
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INTRODUCTIO N AND REVI EW OF THE PROBLEM 
Solid state i mage sensors consist of a matrix of inte-
grated light sensing elements . Each element may contain one 
or more basic s olid sta te devices and is coupled to a number 
of electrodes . Unlike the electron beam scanned pick- up tubes , 
in solid state image sensors the s i gnal created by the light 
at each matrix s ite is read from the corresponding element 
by applying appropriate voltages on the e1e c,tro"dBs with ex-
ternal circuits . Compared to conventional TV came r as , these 
i mage sensors of fer the potential advantage of reduced wei ght , 
volume and power consumption ; low voltage l evel operation; 
compat i bility with other .integrated circuits a nd devices ; 
di gital scanning a nd accurate registra tion ; reduced cost and 
long life . 
Si gnificant success in developing these sensors came 
r api dl y in the 1960 1 s . A group at RCA Laboratories used all 
thin film techniques to fabrica te 180 x 180 e l ement1 and 
2 7. 256 x 256 element ' 7 photoconductor arrays scanned by thin 
fi l m circuits . A research group at Westinghouse Defense 
and Space Center developed silicon mosaics , making 50 x 50 , 
100 x 128 and 200 x 256 phototransistor element arrays4 . 
The di s covery5 of the charge s torage mode of opera tion f or 
t he p- n j unc tio n a i ded grea t l y i n understa nding t he ope r a tion 
and improving t he pe r f ormance of phot otransistor arrays . 
I t also l ed to t he desi gn of a number of different t ypes o f 
silicon i mage sens ors includi ng t he photodiode- bipolar 
t ransistor (PBT )6 s tructure . Ar ea arrays util izing t he PBT 
el ement have many advanta ges compare d to phototra ns i s tor ar-
r ays . I n Manuscript I a detailed t heoretical a nd experiment -
al s tudy i s present ed of PBT a r ea arr ays . 
A bi g advanc e in the desi gn of s olid s t a t e i ma ge sensors 
was made by Sangs t er 7 who s uggest ed t hat , i ns t ead of a switc h 
a t each element , the s i gna l could be handed bucket- brigade 
fa shion down t he line8 • The invention by Boyl e a nd Smith9 
tha t t hi s s i gnal coul d be mi nori t y carr ier charge s tored in 
t he i nversion l a ye r of an MOS ca pacitor start ed t he develop-
ment of char ge coupl ed devices ( CCD' s )l O, ll • 
.Shortly aft e r war d t he char ge in j ec t ion devi ce (CI D) was 
12 developed by Michon a nd Burke • Th~ CID i mage sensor i s 
simila r t o t he CCD i n t hat it employs t he char ge tra nsfer 
principle of t he char ge coupled devices and in that it i n-
volves only MOS t echnology . I t di ffe r s f rom CCD arrays , 
however , beca use it i s X- Y and randoml y addr essab l e as a r e 
t he PBT , phot ot r ans i stor a nd phot odiode a rrays . 
Consi de r abl e experiment a l work ha s been r eported on CID 
i mage sensors 13 . However , no the oretica l work ha s been 
published . I n Manuscript II , t he effici enc y by which pho t o-
gene r ated mi nority car rie r s are col l ec t ed is i nvestiga t ed 
t heor et i cally using numeric al : techni ques . The output signal 
as funct ion of illumination level i s a lso s tudi ed . 
In CID as well as CCD and PBT image sensors , i n which 
the light is incident from the fro nt or elec trode side , 
polysilicon electrodes a r e used11 • If the polysilicon l aye r s 
are suffici ent l y t hin they will be fairly transparent to the 
visible r adi a tion even t hough silicon absorbs s trongl y in 
t hat region . In Manuscript III theoretical calculations a r e 
presented of the losses due t o interfer ence effects in air/ 
Si 02/ polysilicon/Si 02/ Si structure s and of the losses due to 
ab sorption of the incident r adi at ion by t he polysilicon 
electrodes . 
In Manuscript IV experimental results a r e presented of 
the absorption of light by silicon near the absorption edge 
of silicon . 
The closed circuit TV system that was built to test the 
PBT arr ys is described in Appendix I - A. 
In Appendix II- A is presented the numerical a na l ysis 
for the solution of the 2- dimensiona l diffusion equation . 
A desi gn f or a CI D type ·image sensor that can be oper ated i n 
t he ba ck illumi nation mode i s discussed in Appendix II- B. 
Additional calculations on the transmittance of air/ 
Si 02/ polysi licon/ Si02/ silicon structures a r e given in Ap-
pendix III- A. The Reflecta nce and Transmitta nce formulae 14 
for a j - film structure and derived from the applicat ion of 
the mat rix me t hod a r e shown in Appendix III- B. 
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